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ABSTRACT

A belt of Early Proterozoic rocks crops out in the Cottonwood

Cliffs area, northwest Arizona. The belt contains an eastern and a

western assemblage separated by the Slate Mountain fault. The western

assemblage consists of mafic to felsic metavolcanic rocks, metapelites,

and metaconglomerates. The eastern assemblage consists of phyllites,

felsic to intermediate metavolcanic rocks, metagraywackes, and

metagabbro bodies. The belt is bounded to the east by foliated

granodiorite. The Valentine granite intruded the belt on the west and

north.

Steeply -plunging lineations and fold axes, and northeast-

trending vertical foliation dominate the structural fabric. The

regional elongation direction is near -vertical, as indicated by mineral

and pebble lineations, and is parallel to fold axes. Although only one

deformational event is evident, the intensity of that event may have

obliterated evidence of any earlier deformation.

Tertiary basalts and the Peach Springs Tuff locally overly the

metamorphic rocks. Cenozoic normal faults in the area are mostly of

minor displacement.
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INTRODUCTION

The Cottonwood Cliffs area lies on the southwestern margin of

the Colorado Plateau, about 20 mi (30 km) east of Kingman, Arizona (fig.

1). An isolated belt of deformed and metamorphosed volcanic and

sedimentary rocks of Early Proterozoic age is exposed, intruded on the

west by the Valentine granite and in structural contact on the east with

gneissic granodiorite. The belt is overlain to the north by Cenozoic

volcano- sedimentary rocks and downfaulted to the south by the Cottonwood

Cliffs segment of the Grand Wash fault system. The study area

encompasses approximately 15 square mi (39 sq km) in the northwestern

one third of the Valentine SE 71/2_ minute quadrangle, from south of the

Cottonwood Cliffs to the northern margin of the Cottonwood Mountains.

Access is provided by two rough dirt roads (north and south) that turn

eastward from State Highway 93.

The south -facing Cottonwood Cliffs divide the area into two

terrains with contrasting vegetation, topography and elevation (fig.

2). The northern area, in the Cottonwood Mountains, ranges in elevation

from 4800 ft (1460 m) to about 6000 ft (1830 m); the vegetation is

dominated by juniper woodland, and talus cover is widespread. The

dominant physiographic feature is a linear, jagged ridge of vertically

standing Precambrian metasediments, called Slate Mountain by nearby

residents (R. Young, 1981, pers. commun.). The southern area ranges

from 4200 ft (1300 m) to 5200 ft (1600 m) and the vegetation is

dominantly northern Sonoran desert with abundant cacti and scrub

1
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FIGURE 1.- -Map showing location of study area in northwestern Arizona.
See Table 1 and pages 13 -17 in text for discussion of locations
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FIGURE 2. -- Photograph showing south -facing Cottonwood Cliffs. Jagged
ridge in center of photograph is Slate Mountain. Tertiary
basalts form flat -topped ridges of either side of Slate
Mountain.
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brush. A steep canyon separates the Cottonwood Cliffs from the lower

hills to the south; the next Precambrian outcrops are the Peacock Range

to the southwest (fig. 1). Annual precipitation averages from 10 -15 in

(25 -40 cm).

The area lies mostly within federal lands regulated by the

Bureau of Land Management and has been used for many years for cattle

grazing. The area shows evidence of prehistoric and historic Indian

use; petroglyphs are common on exposed joint surfaces that have well-

developed desert varnish, and rarely metates, flakes, arrowheads, and

pottery shards can be found. Mining activity has been intermittent

since the late 1890's. Three mines within the area, the Copper Giant,

the Walkover, and the Alabama Mines, produced copper, gold, and

silver. In addition, the Walkover produced zinc and the Copper Giant

produced minor beryllium, cadmium, and tungsten (McCrory and O'Haire;

1961, Keith, 1969).

Purpose of this Study

Foliated rocks of the Cottonwood Cliffs area are exposed at the

southern terminus of the Hurricane fault system, a Cenozoic high -angle

normal fault of regional extent (fig. 3). Young and Brennan (1974) and

Lucchitta (1981) interpreted the foliated rocks as evidence of a major

Precambrian strike -slip shear zone that was reactivated to form the

southern segment of the Hurricane fault. The study area is about 10 mi

(15 km) south of the southernmost mapped segment of the Hurricane fault

(Huntoon and others, 1981); the northeast structural grain of the
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FIGURE 3. -- Location of Grand Wash and Hurricane fault systems relative
to study area. After Young, 1970.
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metamorphic rocks parallels the trend of the Hurricane fault. Young and

Brennan (1974) stated that "the Hurricane fault intercepts the

Cottonwood Cliffs where a 1/2- mile wide shear zone exposed vertically -

dipping beds of Precambrian metaconglomerate ". Lucchitta (1981; 1980,

oral comm.), in a reconnaissance of the area, suggested the highly

foliated rocks represent a zone of lateral shear, and described a belt

of "cataclastic" rocks consisting of phyllonite, slate, mylonite,

mylonitic augen gneiss, and a metaconglomerate containing flattened and

elongate pebbles with the long axes dipping steeply southwest. He noted

that there appeared to be different rock types across the belt of

If
cataclastic" rocks and that the belt coincided with the margin of a

northeast -trending positive residual magnetic anomaly of 400 -550 gamma

amplitude.

The purpose of this study is two -fold: to conduct a general

study of the layered metamorphic rocks as part of mapping the basement

exposed in the Valentine SE 71/2- minute quadrangle; and a topical study

on the nature of deformation of these rocks and the relationship of the

Precambrian structures to the Cenozoic Hurricane fault system.

Previous Work

No reports concerning the Precambrian geology of the Cottonwood

Cliffs area have been published, other than the distribution of schist,

gneiss, and granite shown on the Geologic Map of Mohave County (Wilson

and Moore, 1959) and the Geologic Map of Arizona (Wilson and Moore,

1969). Studies partly or entirely of the Precambrian geology in the
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surrounding region are shown in figure 1 and are discussed below. Young

(1966) studied the Cenozoic history of the western Colorado Plateau

immediately north of the study area and briefly described the

Precambrian rocks exposed in Peach Springs Canyon as granite, schist,

hornblende hornfels, gneiss, amphibolite, and quartz diorite.

Regional Geologic Setting

The Cottonwood Cliffs area is situated on the southwestern

topographic margin of the Colorado Plateau. Lower Paleozoic strata in

the region dip about 4 -5° to the northeast. However, no Paleozoic rocks

occur in the study area; the nearest outcrops of Paleozoic rocks are two

miles east of the study area on top of the Cottonwood Cliffs, and about

18 miles (30 km) north in the Music Mountains. Cenozoic volcanic and

clastic rocks are common along the Plateau margin. Where the Paleozoic

sedimentary rocks have been removed by erosion, Cenozoic deposits lie

unconformably on the Precambrian basement rocks.

Precambrian Geology

The Early Proterozoic basement of Arizona consists of linear

metamorphic belts of rock sandwiched between large terranes of various

intrusive bodies of mostly granite, granodiorite and quartz monzonite.

Proterozoic rocks are extensively exposed along the south and

southwestern margin of the Colorado Plateau and in the high fault -block

ranges of the transition zone. Silver (1967, 1968) defined two

northeast -trending age provinces in the Early Proterozoic rocks of
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Arizona. The study area lies within the older northern province (1725-

1820 million years (m.y.)). Although numerous studies exist on

Proterozoic rocks in central and eastern Arizona (e.g., Anderson and

Guilbert, 1979; and Donally and Hahn, 1981), little detailed work exists

for western Arizona. The Proterozoic of western Arizona is briefly

described by Anderson and Guilbert (1979), as "a region of high -grade

metamorphosed paragneiss containing minor volcanic accumulations ....

deformed by two major events ... [these rocks] have reached middle to

upper amphibolite facies." However, rocks of the Cottonwood Cliffs are

predominantly volcanic or volcanically- derived, and in the authors

opinion are more similar to those of the Yavapai Series of central

Arizona than those of western Arizona.

Figure 1 shows the locations of studies of Precambrian rocks of

northwestern Arizona. The following discussion demonstrates the lack of

similarity of the surrounding basement rocks to the rocks of the study

area.

1. Fort Rock Dome Area. Fuis (1973), who studied the Fort Rock

Dome area about 18 miles to the southeast of the study area, described

the Precambrian basement rocks at Fort Rock as similar to older

Precambrian rocks at the Grand Canyon, Arizona. Schists, amphibolites,

phyllonites, and gneisses of epidote- amphibolite facies are exposed in

the Fort Rock Dome, as well as cataclasite bodies that occur within the

layered metamorphic rocks. Granites and pegmatites intrude the layered

sequence, and an east -west shear zone crosses the southern half of the

dome. The brittle shear zone is characterized by fractured and veined
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Precambrian rocks; the presence of hematite veined fractures in the

overlying Tapeats Sandstone suggests that the zone has been

reactivated. According to Fuis, there are distinct geologic

discontinuities across the zone: abundant pegmatites and epidote-

amphibolite facies occur north of the zone, while to the south

pegmatites are nearly absent and the rocks are greenschist facies. This

shear zone shows on the Arizona Aeromagnetic Map (Sauck and Sumner,

1970) as a series of positive magnetic anomalies, caused by differences

in the basement rocks, trending west -southwest from Ashfork, Arizona to

the west side of the Aquarius Mountains.

2. Hualapai Mountains. Early Proterozoic rocks in the Hualapai

Mountains have been studied by More (1980) and Stensrud and More (1982)

in the west- central part of the range, Kessler (1976) and Vuich (1974)

in the northern part, and Schmidt (1983) on the eastern flank. The

west -central part, in the Boriana Mine area, contains intermediate to

felsic schists, gneisses, and amphibolites derived from volcanic,

volcaniclastic and sedimentary rocks (More, 1980, Stensrud and More,

1982). The Boriana Mine massive sulphide deposit is interpreted to be

volcanogenic in origin, deposited on a sequence of bimodal tholeiitic

basaltic and andesitic flows and rhyolite tuffs, along with a submarine

felsic volcanic sequence, which was subsequently buried beneath

tuffaceous and pelitic sediments. The sequence has been metamorphosed

to amphibolite facies and deformed in two events. The earlier event is

largely obscured by the second, which imparted a strong near -vertical,

northeast trending foliation. The rocks were deformed and transposed by
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isoclinal, passive -slip folding, resulting in tight to isoclinal

southwest plunging folds. Numerous Precambrian granitic plutons and

later pegmatite veins and diabase dikes intrude the metamorphic

sequence.

Vuich (1974) conducted a geologic reconnaissance and mineral

evaluation east -southeast of Kingman, and concluded that most

mineralization is associated with Laramide intrusives rocks. He

described the Early Proterozoic rocks as a high -grade metamorphic and

migmatite complex. Kessler (1976) concentrated on Rb -Sr geochronology

and trace element geochemistry of the basement rocks. His study area

contains folded gneisses and schists, intruded first by granodiorite

gneiss that he dated at 1800 ± 470 m.y., then intruded by granite dated

at about 1500 to 1600 m.y. Pegmatite ages ranged from 1100 to 1200 m.y.

Metamorphic rocks, described by Schmid (1983) in the

southeastern Hualapais Mountains, are essentially xenoliths and pendants

in a large intrusive terrane. The metamorphics rocks, of igneous and

sedimentary origin, consist of quartzites, schists, and felsic gneisses

of epidote -amphibolite facies. The rocks are isoclinally folded with

north -northeast trending axial planar foliation, and refolded into broad

open folds.

3. Cerbat Mountains. Thomas (1949, 1953) described hornblende-

diopside schists and amphibolites, biotite schists, quartzites, graphite

schist, and lit -par -lit gneiss in the Cerbat Mountains. Suggested

protoliths are basaltic rocks with thin layers of quartz sandstone and

shale. The rocks are isoclinally folded with steep north -plunging fold
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axes, foliated subparallel to bedding, and northeast -trending near -

vertical mylonitic zones parallel to the regional structural grain.

4. Gold Basin -Lost Basin Area. Early Proterozoic rocks consist

predominately of presumed 1750 m.y. old para- and orthogneiss (Blacet,

1972; Theodore and others, 1982), with lesser coarse grained porphyritic

quartz monzonite, dated at 1660 m.y. by Wasserburg and Lanphere

(1966). Minor rock types include small bodies of migmatite, feldspathic

gneiss, amphibolite, metasediment, pegmatite, and Late Proterozoic

diabase. Metamorphic rocks show prograde mineral assemblages of medium

pressure upper -amphibolite facies that are extensively overprinted by

retrograde mineral assemblages of greenschist facies.

5. Grand Canyon. Regional studies of the Early Proterozoic

rocks in the Grand Canyon are contained in a suite of articles by Brown,

Babcock, and Clark (Babcock and others, 1979; Brown and others, 1974;

Brown and others, 1979; and Clark, 1976, 1978, 1979).

Older Precambrian rocks of the Grand Canyon include the Vishnu

Complex, the Trinity and Elves Chasm orthogneisses, and the Zoraster

Plutonic Complex. Metamorphic grade is generally amphibolite grade but

ranges from greenschist to uppermost amphibolite facies. Protoliths of

the Vishnu Schist, in contrast to the Yavapai Schist of central Arizona,

are mostly shales and graywackes, minor carbonates, and minor ( -5 %)

volcanic flows, tuffs, and breccias of island arc affinity. According

to Brown and others (1979), the protolith sediments were far -travelled

or derived from a terrane of low relief, and deposited as turbidites

with occasional influx of volcanic material.
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Two major metamorphic and structural events are documented in

these rocks; the most ubiquitous structural element of the deformation

is the northeast -striking vertical foliation that is axial planar to

both folding events. F1 folds are upright and relatively open and the

fold axes and intersection lineations plunge 30° southeast. This

earlier folding event is usually completely overprinted by the F2 event,

which is evidenced by mineral lineations and crenulation cleavage whose

axes plunge 30° to 40° steeper than L1. In general, as the metamorphic

grade of the rocks increases, so does the development of F2. Post F2

structures are localized shear zones or brittle faults.

Cenozoic Rocks

Volcanic rocks mostly of Miocene age consist mainly of basalts

and andesites, with several major centers of silicic volcanic rocks.

The Peach Springs Tuff, a distinctive, widely distributed ash -flow unit

dated at 17.6 m.y. (Young and Brennan, 1974), provides a convenient

marker unit with which to divide the volcanic rocks into an older and a

younger package of rocks, with approximate age ranges of 18 -24 m.y. or

older (Luchitta, oral comm.) and post -17 m.y. to 6 -7 m.y,

respectively. The Aquarius Mountain and Fort Rock volcanic centers

belong in the older group and volcanic rocks of Black Mesa and the Mohon

Mountains predominantly to the younger group (Goff and others, 1983).

Because deposition of the Peach Springs Tuff predates the main block

faulting episode in the area (Young and Brennan, 1974), it also provides

a convenient marker with which to determine fault displacements as well
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as pre- faulting topography. In the study area, the Peach Springs Tuff

fills channels cut into a sequence of older basalts.

Grand Wash Fault System

The Grand Wash fault system, a major north -south trending Ceno-

zoic feature extending from southwest Utah at least to the vicinity of

the Aquarius Mountains, bounds the southwestern Colorado Plateau (fig.

3). The Cottonwood Cliff segment of the Grand Wash system, which has an

anomalous east -west trend, cuts through the southern part of the study

area and drops the Precambrian and Tertiary volcanics progressively down

to the south along a series of normal faults. The major fault that

drops the section beneath the valley fill is not exposed. Displacement

on the Grand Wash fault system is possibly as great as 16,000 ft ( m)

in the Lake Mead area (Lucchitta, 1966; Theodore and, others, 1982) but

diminishes rapidly to the north to a few hundred feet near the Arizona -

Utah border (Best and others, 1969). South of Lake Mead, the Peach

Springs Tuff is offset about 1000 ft (300m) by the Grand Wash fault

system near Hackberry (Young and Brennan, 1974), and on the west side of

the Aquarius Mountains (Goff and others, 1983).

Hurricane Fault System

The Hurricane fault system (fig. 3), east of the Grand Wash

fault system, is a zone of en echelon faults extending about 200 mi (320

km) from the vicinity of the study area north as far as Beaver, Utah

(Bondurant, 1962). Displacement on the fault system changes rapidly,
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from as great as 8000 ft (2450 m) near Hurricane, Utah (Hamblin, 1970)

to less than 200 ft (60 m) in Peach Springs Canyon (Huntoon and others,

1981) and probably 0 -40 ft (0 -10 m) in the Cottonwood Cliffs area. The

fault scarp has a relatively young morphology in southern Utah, and

recurrent faulting has offset basalts as young as 0.293 f 0.086 m.y.

(Hamblin and others, 1981) near Hurricane, Utah. In northern Arizona,

basalts of probable Miocene age extruded in the Mt. Trumbell area on

the Uinkaret Plateau are displaced by a segment of the Hurricane fault

(Bondurant, 1962). Movement on the Hurricane fault has probably been

intermittent since at least 20 m.y. ago. Bondurant (1962) and Lucchitta

(1974, 1975, 1981) have suggested that the reverse drag phenomenon of

the Hurricane fault described by Hamblin (1962, 1965) is actually due to

faulting of a pre- existing monoclinal flexure. Bondurant noted that the

Hurricane fault system seemed to be controlled by a pre- faulting

conjugate northeast -northwest trending fracture pattern of unknown

age. Lucchitta (1981) suggested that the en echelon nature of the

faults and the zigzag northeast -northwest trace of the Hurricane fault

in Northwest Arizona is a consequence of reactivation of a system of

Precambrian right- lateral shear zones offsetting NNW trending faults

(fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4. -- Interpretation by Lucchitta (1981) of Precambrian fractures
controlling bends in Hurricane Fault system. (From Lucchitta,

1981) .



ROCK UNITS

Introduction

The metamorphic belt in the Cottonwood Cliffs area consists of

metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks that are penetratively deformed

such that original stratigraphic thicknesses and the nature of the

contacts between many of the lithologic units have been obscured. Two

assemblages occur, separated by a pre- or syn- deformational fault, here

called the Slate Mountain fault (fig. 5). The assemblage on the west

contains, from west to east, metamorphosed mafic volcanics rocks,

metasediments, and metaconglomerates. The relationship of the rocks

east of the Slate Mountain fault to those west of the fault is not

known. The eastern assemblage consists of finely interlayered

phyllites, feldspar schists, and greenschists (metaintermediate volcanic

rocks and metagreywackes) that are tightly folded. The entire belt is

bounded by a large, foliated granodiorite body to the east that intruded

prior to deformation and was intruded by a granite pluton on its western

and northern margins (fig. 5).

Hand specimens and thin sections were studied for evidence of

metamorphic grade and style of penetrative deformation. The following

discussion of the rock units proceeds from west to east across the area.

Rocks of the Western Assemblage

Rocks west of the Slate Mountain fault consist of amphibolites

and amphibole schists in contact with a metasedimentary sequence of

16
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metapelites, metaconglomerates, tuffaceous sandstones and minor

quartzites. The nature of the contact between the metavolcanic rocks

and the metasedimentary rocks is likely depositional because the

contacts are concordant, and there is no obvious structural

disruption. The sedimentary sequence occurs in the eastern limb of a

south plunging, isoclinal synform; amphibolites cropout in the core of

the fold. Isolated fold hinges and rare occurrences of bedding or

layering at high angles to foliation indicate the units have been

transposed.

Amphibolites and Amphibole Schists

Mafic volcanic rocks, metamorphosed to amphibolites and

amphibolite schists, consist of flows, tuffs, and minor breccias of

probable basaltic to andesitic composition. The mafic metavolcanic unit

crops out extensively in the western portion of the area in the hinge of

a major SW plunging fold. Individual flow units cannot be traced far

along strike, due to both the discontinous nature of the original flow

units and probable isoclinal folding.

The mafic metavolcanic rocks are generally dark green to black,

medium to coarsely crystalline, blocky and massive to poorly foliated,

and commonly lineated. Relict volcanic textures including amygdules,

vesicles, agglomerate fragments, breccias, pillows ( ?), and rare cross

stratification, identify the rocks as volcanic flows and tuffs.

Blastoporphyritic plagioclase laths generally are aligned, forming a

lineation, while large amphibole porphyroblasts typically are randomly
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oriented. Flattened and elongate breccia fragments, vesicles, and

amydgules parallel plagioclase lineations. In thin section, the

amphiboles are idioblastic, while the plagioclase laths are usually

xenoblastic; blastoporphyritic and pseudoblastoporphyritic textures are

common. Although primary igneous textures can be seen, the rocks are

highly recrystallized so that no primary ferromagnesian minerals remain.

The development of foliation in the unit is variable while

lineations are fairly ubiquitous. The variation in development of

foliation is probably due in part to different primary features of the

metavolcanic rocks such as composition, consolidation, ratio of

porphyritic material to matrix, and mode of deposition (flow or

ashfall). A major isoclinal fold is striking on aerial photographs but

difficult to identify in outcrop because the individual volcanic units

are discontinuous, and distinctive markers are lacking.

Metadacite

A distinctive, discontinuous metadacite flow or sill of

irregular thickness occurs near the eastern margin of the mafic

volcanics. The 10 -60 ft (3 -20 m) wide unit is light tan, massive to

poorly foliated, and lineated. The blastoporphyritic texture formed by

feldspar and quartz crystals is distinctive in hand specimen.

Microscopically, large embayed, altered plagioclase crystals and

blastoglomerocrysts are embedded in a matrix consisting of anhedral

quartz, feldspar, sericite, and biotite; the matrix has a mosaic texture

with partially sutured grain boundaries. Quartz blastophenocrysts have
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extensive subgrain development and undulatory extinction.

Porphyroblasts include jagged skeletal muscovite plates, and minor

skeletal biotite. Concentrations of sericite and minor biotite outline

crude anastomosing foliation around large plagioclase crystals; crude

alignment of phyllosilicate aggregates and elongate feldspar

blastoglomerocrysts and quartz crystals define the incipient lineation.

Mixed Phyllites and Schists

Closely interlayered garnet -biotite phyllites, feldspar schists,

and biotite schists occur in the area of the Alabama Mine, between the

amphibolites and the metasediments. The western contact of the unit is

placed where amphibole schists become the dominant lithology. Small

pods of ferrugineous metachert and metacarbonate occur along this

contact. The location of the eastern contact is approximate, placed

where metasediments become predominant. Near the eastern contact, a

distinctive, massive, silicified and epidotized unit, about 3 ft (1 m)

wide, can be traced discontinuously almost a mile along strike. The

presence of blastoporphyritic feldspar crystals in the schists suggests

a predominately volcanic origin, however, rare exposures of cross -

stratification, graded bedding, and load casts( ?) (fig. 6) suggest that

some of the rocks may have been interbedded volcaniclastic sediments.

The phyllites probably represent volcanic tuffs or volcaniclastic

sediments. The occurrence of small mineralized zones along the contact

zone between mafic and felsic metavolcanic rocks in association with the

chert and carbonate bodies suggests volcanogenic exhalative processes.
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FIGURE 6.-- Deformed load casts ( ?) in biotite schist. Foliation extends
from lower right to upper left. Load casts are rotated and
flattened in plane of foliation.
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Metarhyodacite Intrusive rock

A small intrusive body of metarhyodacite to metadacite ( ?)

within the mixed phyllite- schist unit occurs near the Alabama Mine. The

rock is fine -grained to slightly porphyritic, and contains quartz and

feldspar phenocrysts. The body both crosscuts and is parallel to

layering. The foliated texture suggests the intrusion is pre -

deformational.

Metapelites

Pelitic sediments metamorphosed to quartz -mica schists and semi -

schists with andalusite, staurolite, cordierite ( ?), and garnet crop out

in a north -south band through the central portion of the area. The

metasediments are separated into two packages by a wedge of

metaconglomerates and tuffaceous metasandstones. The contact of the

metapelites with the metaconglomerate occurs as a gradual increase in

both size and amount of pebbles and thus appears to have been originally

a sedimentary contact. The contact between the metapelites and the

metavolcanic rocks is concordant and is probably depositional because

there is no obvious structural disruption.

The metapelites are light grey to grey -tan. They are in part

tuffaceous with wispy volcanic fragments, but generally are massive and

fine -grained. Bedding, which is vertical to slightly overturned, is

about 1 -8 in (2 -20 cm) thick. Relict sedimentary structures include

graded bedding, rare ripple marks, cross -stratification, and rare rip -up
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clasts. Graded bedding is commonly accentuated by concentrations of

porphyroblasts in the clay rich parts of original beds (fig. 7). Where

decipherable, the sedimentary structures suggest that the section faces

east, concordant with the metaconglomerates. The presence of tuffaceous

material and the close association with the volcaniclastic

metaconglomerates and metasandstones indicates that the metapelites are

probably also dominantly volcaniclastic in origin.

The metasediments are aluminous, as indicated by the presence of

large euhedral andalusite, resistant staurolite ( ?), and ovoid

cordierite( ?) porphyroblasts. Andalusite, which occurs only in the

western outcrop of the metapelites, forms large tan to pink prismatic

crystals that are readily visible in hand specimen. The staurolite

crystals ( ?) are black and blocky with poorly developed terminations

that lie with long axes in the plane of foliation. They commonly have

sericitic rims. In thin section the crystals are usually altered and

are difficult to identify. East of the andalusite- bearing rocks, dark

grey, ovoid, extremely poikioblastic porphyroblasts ( "rat pellets ") are

more resistant to weathering so that a knobby or knotted surface

develops (fig. 8). Cross sections of the porphyroblasts occasionally

show a crude hexagonal shape. These are tenatively identified as

cordierite. Sieve- textured clots, found in thin sections from rocks at

the eastern limit of megascopic cordierite( ?) porphyroblasts, are

probably incipient staurolite or cordierite crystals but are not

identifiable in thin section.
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FIGURE 7. -- Primary sedimentary structures in metapelitic ricks. Ripple
casts (lower left of photograph) and graded bedding (center of
photo) in metapelitic rocks (pel). Porphyroblasts are
concentrated in upper, originally clay rich, part of bed and
reverse appearance of graded bedding.



FIGURE 8.--Cordierite (?) porphyroblasts in metapelite. A,

Porphyroblasts on foliation surface. B, Clast of
porphyroblastic pelite in metaconglomerate.
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Garnet and biotite also form porphyroblasts in the

metapelites. Garnet occurs as tiny red -brown euhedral crystals, usually

in association with biotite. Biotite is readily visible in hand

specimen as 0.5 to 2 mm,diam platy or tabular crystals, commonly

weathered with an iridescent sheen. Biotite occurs singly, with garnet,

or with andalusite and cordierite. The matrix of the metapelites is

generally quartz rich with variable amounts of muscovite, minor chlorite

(predominately retrograde), and ilmentite /magnetite.

Cleavage in the metapelites is anastomosing, partly

discontinuous, and more pronounced in mica -rich layers than in quartz-

rich layers. In well -developed poikioblastic and idioblastic andalusite

crystals, inclusion trails parallel the foliation observed in the

matrix. The foliation in the matrix in turn flexes around the crystals,

demonstrating syn- tectonic crystallization. Kinking of the layer

silicate structure of biotite porphyroblasts in the plane of foliation,

especially near crystal faces of andalusite, suggests that biotite is

earlier formed than andalusite and perhaps is partly pre- tectonic.

Lineation is poorly defined in the fine -grained rocks but becomes

pronounced in coarser grained, more micaceous or pebbly units.

Metaconglomerates and Tuffaceous Metasandstones

The jagged ridge of Slate Mountain is upheld by a thick sequence

of metasandstones and metaconglomerates. These are partly derived from

silicic volcanic rocks, that are metamorphosed to quartz -mica- feldspar

semi -schists and mica quartzites. A thinner sequence of meta-
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conglomerate forms a more subdued ridge to the west, separated from the

main sequence by the main package of metapelites. The western

metaconglomerate differs from the main body in that the matrix is

generally more quartz rich, the rock is less foliated, and purplish

metachert pebbles are fewer. Contacts between the metapelites and

metaconglomerates appear to be entirely gradational. The eastern

contact of the entire sedimentary package is defined by the Slate

Mountain fault.

Essential minerals of the metasandstones are quartz, muscovite,

opaque minerals and epidote, with or without potassic feldspar,

plagioclase, biotite, chlorite, and garnet. The metasandstones are

poorly sorted. Larger grains are composed mostly of quartz, with some

sericitized potassic and sodic feldspars and lithic fragments. The

metaconglomerate matrix commonly has a blastopsammitic texture (fig. 9)

consisting mainly of quartz, feldspar, and lepidioblastic sericite, with

variable amounts of chlorite, biotite, opaque minerals, and fine

granular epidote. In the direction of mineral elongation, quartz is

mostly recrystallized with an elongate preferred orientation and strong

subgrain development. The quartz also shows undulatory extinction and

sutured grain boundaries. In the plane of foliation perpendicular to

lineation the quartz retains more of the original subangular grain

shapes but commonly is rimmed with finely recrystallized quartz.

Feldspar is generally fine -grained and untwinned, with the exception of

the few larger altered feldspars. Lithic grains are composed mostly of

chert or wispy fine -grained sericite with quartz.



FIGURE 9. -- Photomicrograph showing blastopsammitic texture of
metaconglomerate matrix. Q= quartz, 0= opaque minerals, M=
muscovite.
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Metaconglomerates occur as lenticular units several tens of feet

long and with thicknesses of a few feet. They are interbedded with

quartzites, feldspathic metasandstones, and quartz -sericite schists.

These other lithologies vary from well- foliated schistose rocks

retaining little in the way of primary structures, to blocky semi -

schists, commonly retaining sedimentary features, with crude

anastomosing cleavages. Clasts in the metaconglomerate range from

granules to cobbles and boulders up to 1/2 yd (1/2m) long (fig. 10a) . The

clasts are red to purple hematitic quartzite (metachert), white quartz,

wispy cream to pink quartz -sericite clasts that may represent pumaceous

fragments, black and red banded jasper, metapelites (fig. 8b) and felsic

metavolcanic rocks. Clasts are generally quite angular, except for sub -

rounded metachert and quartz pebbles. Deformed pebble shapes vary with

lithology and location but maintain a fairly constant down -dip

elongation direction.

Metaconglomerate beds are generally clast- supported, although a

few matrix -supported layers also occur. Cross -stratification,

channeling, ripples, and graded bedding are retained in some zones (fig.

10b -d). Where primary structures are preserved, bedding is seen to vary

in thickness from a few inches to a few feet, but cannot be traced more

than a few tens of feet along strike. In zones where the rocks are not

layered, the chaotic nature of dispersion of pebbles suggests debris

flow deposition. The presence of massive metasandstones, pebbly

metasandstones, and both clast and matrix supported metaconglomerates

suggests subaqueous deposition as re- sedimented conglomerates (Walker,



Figure 10. -- Primary sedimentary structures in metaconglomerate unit. A,
Cross -stratification in thin quartzite unit. B, Cross -
section of ripple -laminated bed overlain by thin quartzite
unit. C, Ripples on bedding surface. D, Large metachert
clast.
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Figure 10. -- Primary sedimentary structures in metaconglomerate unit.
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1975, 1979). However, in large areas the complete lack of layering and

the extreme flattening and elongation of pebbles is more likely due to

zones of high strain.

The abundance of volcanic debris and metachert clasts suggest

that the metaconglomerate sequence was in part derived from a volcanic

source, although thin, pure quartzite lenses may indicate minor input of

cratonic sediments. The sediment source is unknown. Metacherts and

felsic metavolcanic rocks in the eastern assemblage could provide a

source for the metachert and felsic metavolcanic clasts. Metapelitic

clasts within the metaconglomerate have an immediate source and suggest

some cannibalism of the metapelitic sediments by the metaconglomerates.

The possible environments for conglomerate deposition are deep

basinal, coastal, fluvial, subaerial, or glacial (Turner and Walker,

1973). Deep -basinal, or turbidite deposition is probably the most

likely depositional environment for the metasediments. The association

with volcanic rocks of probable submarine affinity, the rare occurrences

of turbidite sequences, the presence of chert clasts, and the re-

sedimented conglomerates support the interpretation of basinal

deposition. However, evidence is sparse enough that such an

interpretation must be viewed as tenative.

Because almost all facing indicators observed indicate east -

facing of beds, the metasediments appear to form a simple homoclinal

sequence. However, the presence of layering and bedding at high angles

to foliation argues against a simple homocline. The internal
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deformation of these rocks is probably greater than can presently be

documented.

Meta -arkosic Sandstone

A distinctive light- colored marker unit, about 15 -30 m wide,

occurs within the metaconglomerate and can be traced discontinuously

almost 2 mi (3 km) along strike before it abuts against the Slate

Mountain fault. The unit is semi -schistose, rarely cross -bedded, and is

in part a chert -pebble metaconglomerate. Quartz in both the pebbles and

the matrix is slightly flattened in the plane of foliation, with

undulatory extinction well -developed in matrix quartz. Microcline

feldspar grains are cloudy, and some are recrystallized into a fine

mosaic texture. Granular epidote commonly rims the feldspar crystals.

Minor sericite occurs between grains with its anastomosing trace

outlining a rough foliation. The rock is probably volcaniclastic in

origin, based on the presence of porphyritic quartz and lithic fragments

containing fine -grained quartz, feldspar, and minor epidote, and

sericitic wisps that have been interpreted elsewhere as pumice fragments

(Blacet, 1968) .

Rocks of the Eastern Assemblage

Rocks east of the Slate Mountain fault consist of closely

interlayered grey -green phyllites and quartz phyllites,

blastoporphyritic to fine -grained felsic metavolcanic rocks (feldspar

schists), and intermixed dark greenish -grey metagraywackes and
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intermediate metavolcanics (calcareous chlorite, biotite, and actinolite

schists). Pods of ferruginous metacherts generally occur at or near the

contact between the felsic metavolcanic rocks and metagabbroic bodies

which intrude the phyllite. Outcrop patterns, isolated fold hinges, and

layering- cleavage relations indicate that the rocks are isoclinally

folded and transposed. Separation of the rocks into lithologic packages

as shown on figure 5 is arbitrary at best, because the heterogeneous

interleaving of lithologies is due to both the gradational nature of the

original rock units and subsequent deformation.

Phyllite, Quartz Phyllite

Phyllites and quartz phyllites occur in the northwestern portion

of the area (included in the mps unit) and in extensive areas east of

the Slate Mountain fault. In the eastern assemblage they are

interbedded with metavolcanic rocks and metagraywackes, and intruded by

metagabbroic sills. The quartz phyllites and phyllites were not mapped

separately due to the heterogeneous interlayering. Contacts with

adjacent units are generally gradational, but deformation has

obliterated any evidence that suggests whether or not these gradational

contacts are primary. The phyllites are usually gray to gray -green and

weather into very fissile plates or thin pencils. Compositional

layering is usually discernible as alternating dark and light bands at a

low angle to foliation. The light tan to pink, slightly porphyritic,

quartz -phyllite units are more massive than the phyllites, weathering in

a blocky manner. The quartz -phyllites deform in more of a quasi-
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flexural fold style. Primary sedimentary structures such as graded

bedding and rip -up clasts (fig. 11) are rare so that younging directions

are not known. Protoliths of the phyllites are inferred to be

volcaniclastic sediments or tuffaceous sediments because of the intimate

association with volcanic rocks.

The phyllites consist of mostly quartz and muscovite or sericite

with chlorite, biotite, feldspar, opaque minerals, and garnet. Quartz

phyllites contain relatively more quartz and feldspar and less chlorite

and biotite than the phyllites. Schistosity is defined by

lepidioblastic biotite and muscovite, and lineations are defined by

slightly elongate quartz, which has equilibrium intragranular

boundaries.

Quartz contents vary from 30 -60 percent and percentages of

biotite and chlorite vary with increasing amounts of biotite balanced by

lesser amounts of chlorite. Compositional layering in thin section is

usually defined by quartz -rich versus mica -rich layers, often

accompanied by changes in grain size and degree of preferred

orientation. Magnetite, ilmenite and graphite( ?) are common. Elongate,

tabular graphite generally parallels schistosity. Slightly

poikioblastic garnet is common in the more micaceous zones. Accessory

minerals include tourmaline, zircon, and apatite.

Metagraywackes and Intermediate Metavolcanics Rocks

Calcareous chlorite, biotite, and amphibole schists were mapped

as a single unit because internal field relations are too complex to
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FIGURE 11.-- Rip -up clasts in phyllites. Note continuous layer beneath
pencil.
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separate at the mapped scale. These greenschists are in turn finely

interlayered with the phyllites and felsic metavolcanics. The rocks are

characteristically dark green gray and form jagged outcrops that have a

vuggy appearance. The vuggy appearance is from the weathering of

calcite.

Protoliths are tenatively identified as intermediate volcanic

flows, tuffs and volcanogenic graywackes. Units are dominantly massive,

crudely foliated lenticular beds with some thin blocky layers. Rare

occurrences of graded bedding and chert pebbles suggest a tuffaceous or

sedimentary protolith. Biotite- chlorite and plagioclase -quartz ovoids,

whose long axes define a lineation, are common and may represent

,recrystallized phenocrysts. Carbonate ovoids also have long axes

parallel to lineation and represent either primary carbonate lenses or

carbonate -filled vugs within the rocks. Figure 12 shows compositional

layering in a biotite schist with small -scale asymmetric folds within a

biotite schist.

Two metamorphic associations, chlorite -actinolite and biotite-

hornblende, are common in these rocks and reflect prograde

metamorphism. Chlorite and biotite schists consist of aligned

lepidioblastic chlorite or biotite, defining a foliation, that is

interleaved with muscovite and anhedral quartz and feldspar. Opaque

minerals and epidote are common accessory minerals. Biotite and

chlorite can also occur as lenticular clots that lie in the plane of

foliation, with long dimensions defining a mineral lineation.

Actinolite and hornblende schists are typically porphyritic with
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prismatic amphibole porphyroblasts and interstitial plagioclase, quartz,

with minor biotite, calcite, opaque minerals, and epidote. Actinolite

forms pale to bright green, anhedral to subhedral crystals that commonly

radiate from a central line to form an elongate clot with individual

crystals lying perpendicular to the clot outline. Such clots lie in the

plane of foliation and define a mineral lineation. Blue -green

hornblende occurs as stubby prismatic crystals showing good amphibole

cleavage, and frequently occurs as glomerocrysts. Plagioclase is mostly

recrystallized into small anhedral interstitial crystals along with

quartz, although a few relict, highly sausseritized phenocrysts remain.

Felsic Metavolcanic Rocks

Blastoporphyritic feldspar schists and minor fine -grained

feldspathic schists crop out in an elongate northeast -trending band

along the east side of the Slate Mountain fault and along the

southeastern margin of the eastern assemblage rocks. The pale cream to

reddish -tan color of the rocks and the distinctive blastoporphyritic

feldspar crystals distinguish these rocks from the darker phyllites and

greenschists. Foliation and lineation are pronounced through most of

the rock. Relict layering or bedding was not observed. Protoliths are

probably porphyritic f el sic volcanic flows and tuffs.

In thin -section the schists are characterized by a fine -grained

matrix of quartz, feldspar, and muscovite with variable but minor

amounts of chlorite, biotite, potassium feldspar, epidote, opaque

minerals, and calcite. Blastoporphyritic and blastoglomeratic feldspar
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crystals are variably sausseritized, euhedral to subhedral, and

twinned. A few quartz blastophenocrysts occur, but are generally

recrystallized. In the plane of foliation and perpendicular to

lineation, the plagioclase crystals are relatively pristine to slightly

flattened. In the lineation direction they commonly are boudined, and

some are partially recrystallized to form a fine -grained mosaic texture

in zones of high strain. In these high- strain zones an anastomosing

cleavage becomes well -developed, defined by a matrix of phyllosilicates

and strongly flattened quartz and feldspar wrapping around highly -

strained blastoporphyritic feldspar crystals and recrystallized quartz

(fig. 13) .

Metagabbro

Elongate bodies of dark -green to black metagabbro occur within

the phyllite or at the contact of phyllite with other units. These

bodies are generally concordant to lithologic trends. They have massive

interiors with foliated margins. Although contact relations are

obscured by deformation, the bodies are thought to be intrusive because

they have relict hypidiomorphic textures in the interiors of the bodies.

Interiors of the sills consist of idioblastic amphibole

(hornblende or actinolite) or skeletal hornblende with actinolitic rims,

relict highly saussuritized plagioclase laths, and recrystallized fresh

anhedral untwinned feldspar and quartz interstitial to the amphiboles.

Accessory minerals consist of either abundant opaque minerals, or

epidote and sphene. In one sample sphene mantles ilmenite.



FIGURE 13. -- Photomicrographs of blastoporphyritic felsic meta- volcanic
rocks. Thin sections are cut perpendicular to foliation, and
parallel to lineation. A, Feldspars slightly reworked in
volcaniclastic metasediment. B, Feldspars boudined in
lineation direction.
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B.

FIGURE 13. -- Photomicrographs of blastoporphyritic felsic meta -volcanic
rocks.
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As foliation becomes better developed, anastomosing cleavages

appear, defined by aligned crystals or elongate radiating masses of

actinolite and chlorite as well as subgrain development of

plagioclase. A fluxion texture is developed around ragged hornblendes,

which creates strain shadows filled with a fine mosaic of quartz and

plagioclase grains. Boudined opaque minerals become aligned in the

plane of foliation.

Ferruginous Metachert

Elongate pods and ridges of purplish metachert (fig. 14a) occur

commonly at or near the contacts between phyllites, metafelsic volcanic

rocks, or metagraywackes, and may mark a stratigraphic horizon or

horizons. Small outcrops are also found along the eastern contact of

the amphibolites. The pods are about 3 -9 ft (1 -3 m) wide and from 10-

l00 ft (3 -30 m) long. Although the deposits were probably originally in

the form of discontinous pods, field evidence suggests that they are

also structurally disrupted. Outcrops commonly have a fold hinge at one

end but with opposite fold limb missing (fig. 14b), and one series

occurs in an en echelon array in the limb of a fold. Rocks of this type

are common in Proterozoic metavolcanic terranes in central Arizona,

where they are interpreted to represent iron -rich chemical precipitates

or exhalative siliceous deposits near hydrothermal vents (Anderson and

Guilbert, 1979; Dewitt, 1976; Donally and Hahn, 1981).

Quartz and hematite or magnetite are the primary minerals;

chlorite, muscovite, and /or biotite are minor constituents. Layering is



FIGURE 14.-- Outcrops of metachert. A, Ridge of metachert; Mom the dog
is about i ft high. B), Lenticular outcrop of metachert, with
fold hinge exposed at left end of outcrop. Photograph looking
southeast.
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sometimes discernible, but in general the rock is very massive to poorly

foliated and lineated on the margins.

Gneissic Granodiorite

Gneissic granodiorite crops out in the extreme southeast corner

of the study area. The rock exhibits a variably developed metamorphic

foliation, and mylonitic fabrics are locally developed, especially along

the margin. Both fabrics have orientations and extension directions

similar to that of the foliation in the metamorphic belt. Marginal

deformation of the pluton is post- crystallization, as indicated by

contact metamorphic hornfelses, spotted schists, and porphyroblastic

andalusites that are deformed.

The granodiorite has a salt and pepper appearance in hand

specimen, formed by pink orthoclase, white sodic plagioclase, and clear

quartz interspersed with hornblende and minor biotite. Accessory

minerals include opaque minerals, epidote, and muscovite.

No age date is available for the gneissic granodiorite, but

because of its deformed nature, it is inferred to be older than 1740

m.y., the age of the Valentine granite (see below).

Valentine Granite

The Valentine granite, which is intrusive into the metavolcanics

rocks, crops out in the northwestern corner of the map area. The

batholith extends westward to the Grand Wash fault and northward where

it occurs as basement to the basal Paleozoic rocks of the Music Mountain
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area. The batholith is foliated along its contact with the metavolcanic

rocks; foliation becomes less pronounced into its interior. The

granite, which is probably syn- deformational, is dated at 1740 m.y. (U-

Pb, from zircons; Silver, 1967, from Livingston and others, 1974).

The granite is light tan to gray, and generally medium grained

and equigranular except locally where larger potassium feldspars form a

porphyritic texture. The groundmass consists of quartz, feldspar,

biotite and muscovite.

Pegmatite

Pegmatite dikes are abundant along the margin of the gneissic

granodiorite. Most commonly, the pegmatites are parallel to foliation,

but just outside the study area to the north -northeast along the

gneissic granodiorite contact, the pegmatites intrude not only parallel

to foliation and but also perpendicular to foliation along east -west

trending shear zones. The pegmatites are generally coarse -grained,

composed of quartz, microcline, and muscovite with minor orthoclase and

biotite.

Diabase

Unfoliated diabase dikes occur in the northwestern part of the

area and in two small exposures in the southern hills. Exposures of the

diabase are poor. The outcrops consist of rounded, highly weathered

boulders (float) that have the diabasic texure etched in relief on the

weathered surfaces. The northwestern diabase dike strikes about N25W
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and dips about 20° to the north. This attitude is parallel to a

predominant joint set in the area. The dike extends discontinuously for

a distance of about 1/2 mile (about 1 km) . Exposures of the southern

dikes are small, about 10 m maximum in length, and are very poorly

exposed. The lack of foliation, the evidence of intrusion along a joint

system and the common occurrence of post -deformational diabase elsewhere

in Arizona suggest the diabase is part of an extensive 1100 m.y.

diabasic intrusion.

Cenozoic Units

Post -Precambrian rocks were not the focus of this study and are

therefore only briefly described. Volcanic rocks in the study area

consist mostly of basalts with minor silicic tuffaceous deposits, and a

few small outcrops of the Peach Springs Tuff in the northern part of the

area. This tuff occurs in channels cut into underlying basalts, so that

those basalts can be inferred to belong to an older volcanic suite of

probable 18 -24 m.y. age (I. Lucchitta, pers. commun.) Rim basalt flows

that cap the Cottonwood Cliffs are not physically connected to the

basalts beneath the Peach Springs Tuff, but are probably of the same

sequence because they lie at about the same geomorphic positions. The

basalt flows appear to have flowed northward down a paleoslope, filling

channels of moderate relief cut into the basement. The ages of isolated

basalt flows and dikes south of the Cottonwood Cliffs are not known.

Some are probably downfaulted equivalents of the rim basalts, but one

was apparently extruded along a cliff -face fault, in the western part of
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the map area, and thus is synchronous with or younger than faulting.

Figure 15 shows the general volcanic stratigraphy of the Cottonwood

Cliffs area and it relation to the volcanic stratigraphy of Black Mesa

and the Aquarius Mountains as defined by McKee and Young (1978) and Goff

and others (1983).

The volcanic rocks consist predominantly of dark -gray to black

basalt that is aphanitic or contains sparse phenocrysts of olivine and

plagioclase. Minor silicic tuffaceous deposits occur locally beneath

the rim basalts. Small dacitic dikes and plugs intrude the basement

rocks locally.

Surficial deposits of Quaternary age include alluvium, colluvium

and talus, and pediment deposits that grade out into valley -fill

deposits of Truxton Valley to the north and Hualapai Valley to the west.



FIGURE 15. -- Schematic cross -sections showing relationships of Tertiary
deposits in region. A, Cottonwood Cliffs area; B, Black Mesa
- Interstate 40 (Goff and others, 1983); C, Aquarius Mountains
(McKee and Young, 1978; Goff and others, 1983).
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FIGURE 15. -- Schematic cross -sections showing relationships of Tertiary
deposits in region.



METAMORPHIC HISTORY

Prograde metamorphism

The metamorphic history of the Cottonwood Cliffs area is not

well defined at present. Field and petrographic evidence suggest that a

gradation exists from upper -greenschist to lower -amphibolite facies

metamorphism, from the southeast to the northwest across the area (fig.

16). In addition, a correlation seems to exist between a decrease in

syn- metamorphic deformation with an increase in grade of metamorphism.

Amphibolites in the northwest part of the area are dominated by

equilibrium textures in thin section, whereas the lower grade rocks to

the southeast show more deformational textures synchronous with

metamorphism. The increase in metamorphic grade to the northwest

corresponds to the presence of the quartz- monzonite pluton, which was

emplaced into the metamorphic sequence and was itself deformed. If the

change in metamorphic grade was in part due to the intrusion, then

deformation to the southeast appears to be synchronous with intrusion to

the northwest.

General mineral parageneses for different lithologies are shown

in table 2. Evidence for prograde metamorphism is based on the

following distinctive parageneses:

1. The change from chlorite and /or actinolite schists to

hornblende and /or biotite schists within the intermediate volcanic and

graywacke units in the eastern assemblage, which roughly corresponds to

upper greenschist -lower amphibolite facies transition (Turner, 1981).
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FIGURE 16. -- Simplified geologic map of area showing generalized mineral
parageneses of mafic and pelitic rocks. H= hornblende, B=
biotite; A= actinolite; C= chlorite; A= andalusite, St=
staurolite; Cr= cordierite; G= garnet; and Ctd chloritoid.
Unit abbreviations follow those in figure 5.
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TABLE 1. Common mineral assemblages of rocks in Cottonwood Cliffs

area. M = major component, c = common but not necessary, r =

retrograde mineral

cg as pel mps mdi md ams phy fv mvg fc mg

qtz MM M MMM MM M - - MM M ccMc M c

kfel c - M - - - - - - - - - - X - - - c - -

plag -- - - - - -M M M M -- c Mc c c - M

musc M M M M M M M - c c - M - c c c c- - -

chl c c c r c c - - - - r X - x c M c c - r

biot c c c M M - M - - M - M - M c c M c - -

actin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M c - c - M

hbl -- - --- -M - - M -- - c - - M - M

epid c c c - - c c - - - c c - - C C C C - -

alm cc - -c- Mc - - - c- - c--- - -

cltd c- - _ - - -- - - - -- - ---- - -

staur -- - c - - -- - - - -- - ---- - -

and-- - c - - -- - - - -- - ---- - -

cord -- - c-- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -

calc -- - - - - -- - - - -- c cMcc - c

opaq c c - c c c cc - - - c - c c c c - - c

mag- - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M -

ilm -- - - - - -- - - c -- - - - -- - c

hem-- - - - - -- - _ _ __ _ ____ M -

tour c c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ c - -

sph - - - - - - - - - - C - - - - - - C - C
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2. A restricted occurrence of chloritoid in close proximity to

staurolite within a thin pelitic interbed at the southeastern margin of

the metaconglomerate unit. Chloritoid occurs as sub -idioblastic,

twinned, gray -green tabular crystals with quartz inclusions. Staurolite

occurs as tabular to equant dull black crystals, commonly with muscovite

reaction rims. The porphyroblasts appear to be syn- deformational (fig.

17).

3. The change in assemblages in the metapelites from biotite

and garnet to biotite with cordierite and /or staurolite and /or

andalusite. The details of the latter assemblages are not well -

understood at present, because the change in assemblages occurs parallel

to lithologic boundaries so that mineralogical changes due to

compositional differences cannot be easily separated from those due to

prograde metamorphism. Biotite first appears as small flakes parallel

to schistosity with small euhedral garnets, and at higher grades, the

biotite form large poikiloblastic crystals. With the appearance of

andalusite, cordierite, or staurolite, biotite becomes highly skeletal,

and frequently is kinked when in contact with idioblastic and

poikiloblastic andalusite crystals. The syn- kinematic growth of

andalusite is suggested by the alignment of elongate inclusions parallel

to the surrounding foliation, as well as the distortion of foliation by

the margins of the andalusite crystals. Staurolite forms sub-

idioblastic, sieve -textured crystals; no "iron -cross twins" were

observed. Although andalusite is generally recognizable in both hand

sample and in thin section, cordierite and staurolite are altered and



FIGURE 17. -- Photomicrographs showing syn- deformational chloritoid. A,
Note poikioblastic texture of upper crystal outlining earlier
foliation; lower crystal lies parallel to main foliation. B,

Similar view showing boudinaged end of chloritoid.
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are difficult to identify in thin section. Cordierite is highly

poikiloblastic and forms resistant ovoids, or "rat pellets ", that stand

out in relief on weathered surfaces; only rarely can pseudohexagonal

outlines be seen.

The presence of andalusite and cordierite suggests low to medium

pressure, medium grade, or Buchan -type metamorphism, according to

Miyashiro (1973). The formation of cordierite occurs at about 525 ±

10 °C at 2 kb and 555 ± 10 °C at 4 kb (Winkler, 1979). The presence of

andalusite should limit the pressure to below about 3.8 kb and the

temperature to above 400 °C (Mueller and Saxena, 1977). Using the

aluminosilicate triple point of Holdaway (1971) and reaction curves 4

and 6 on the petrogenic grid in figure 18, the assemblages biotite-

andalusite and cordierite -andalusite place an upper pressure limit of

about 2.4 kb. The transition from chloritoid to staurolite occurs as

about 520 -600 °C at about 3 -5 kb (Greenwood, 1976). A rough estimate on

metamorphic conditions, using the data on figure 18, would range from

less than 2 kb at 500 °C to about 2.5 kb at about 600 °C. Figure 18 shows

a tenative temperature -pressure path based on the metamorphic mineral

assemblages that occur in the rocks of the study data. Using a

geothermal gradient of 45 -50 °C per km for low pressure or Buchan -type

metamorphism (Read, 1952; Turner, 1981), depth of metamorphism would be

less than 15 km. These numbers, however, must be viewed with caution

due to uncertainties in pressure -temperature constraints on the above

diagnostic metamorphic reactions.
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FIGURE 18. -- Approximate P -T path during metamorphism for the Cottonwood
Cliffs area, shown by heavy dashed line. Petrogenic curves for
pelitic rocks shown are from: 1) Kerrick, 1968. 2)

Richardson, 1968; 3 and 4) Greenwood, 1976; 5) Hoschek,
1969; 7 and 7) Turner, 1981); and 8) Holloway, 1971.
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Retrograde metamorphism

Retrograde metamorphic effects are common in the area, at some

locations clearly related to discrete fault zones but elsewhere obscure

in origin. Retrogressive effects in pelites commonly involve

sericitization of andalusite to a shimmer aggregrate , pinitization of

cordierite, development of sericitic rims on staurolite, and

chloritization of biotite. Sausseritization of blastoporphyritic

plagioclase crystals and chloritic alteration of amphiboles and biotite

are common.



STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Introduction

Structural elements in the rocks of the Cottonwood Cliffs area

consist of bedding, compositional layering, foliation, lineation, major

and minor folds, ductile zones, shear zones, brittle faults, and

joints. The dominant penetrative fabric of the rocks is that of an L -S

tectonite, but tectonites exhibiting L- or S- fabrics are also common.

Synoptic stereographic plots of penetrative fabrics demonstrate

homogeneity for the entire metamorphic terrain (figs. 20, 21,and 22),

and thus the area was not subdivided into structural domains in

performing structural analysis. In this chapter, each structural

element is described and discussed, and then pertinent regional

structures are discussed.

Bedding and Compositional Layering

Bedding and compositional layering (S0) are vertical to steeply

west- dipping, northeast -trending, and generally sub -parallel to

foliation. Bedding, identified by the presence of relict sedimentary

structures, occurs locally in the metaconglomerates and pelitic rocks

but cannot be traced for any distance. Facing indicators such as cross -

stratification, ripples, channeling, and normal graded bedding indicate

that the strata are predominantly southeast -facing and therefore mostly

overturned. However, thick sections occur in the metasediments where

facing of bedding and compositional layering cannot be distinguished

56
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from foliation. Rarely, bedding and compositional layering are at

angles to foliation in fold hinges in the metaconglomerates (fig. 19).

Only one clear example of west -facing beds could be found, suggesting

that the rocks may have been asymmetrically folded, with greatly

attenuated west -facing limbs. Such attenuation would tend to obliterate

sedimentary structures.

Compositional layering that is probably bedding but lacks

associated primary features is readily seen as alternating light -dark

bands, 2 -20 cm thick, in phyllitic units. Layering in the metavolcanic

rocks is most visible in tuffaceous units. Many of the amphibolite,

amphibole schists, and blastoporphyritic schists, because of their

probable volcanic origin, are devoid of obvious primary layering.

A synoptic lower hemisphere equal area stereographic plot of

poles to So (fig. 20) shows a point maximum that is perpendicular to the

plane N22E 87W, and a weak girdle in the plane N55W 15N. These elements

define inclined isoclinal folds with fold axes plunging 75° S38W (Turner

and Weiss, 1963). The weakness of the girdle and the single strong

point maximum indicate that opposite fold limbs are nearly parallel and

thus the folds are isoclinal. Therefore, the plane N22E 87W, which is

perpendicular to the point maximum, approximates the axial plane.

The general parallelism of layering and foliation, the rare

occurrences of recognizable bedding, and the presence of small isolated

fold hinges suggest that the rocks have been at least partially, if not

mostly, transposed. Because of this, the seemingly simple stratigraphy

must be viewed with a great deal of caution. Typically, in transposed



FIGURE 19. -- Photographs showimg cleavage- bedding relationships. A,

Intersecting cleavage (S1) and bedding (S0) in limb of small
scale fold. Pebbles are flattened in plane of foliation. b)

cleavage and deformed bedding.
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IGURE 19.--Photographs showimg cleavage-bedding relationships. 
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FIGURE 20.-- Stereographic projection of A, poles to bedding and
compositional layering. B, Contoured projection.
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sequences, gross lithologic packages may have a consistent relationship

with each other but are internally disrupted so as to display a

pseudostratigraphy (Davis, 1984). Apparent simple lithologic contacts

may in reality be enveloping surfaces of transposed isoclinally folded

layering (fig. 21). In such a situation the only indications that the

stratigraphy may be transposed are the presence of intrafolial folds and

inconsistencies in facing (Turner and Weiss, 1963; Hobbs, 1976; Davis,

1984). Even facing indicators can be misleading. Asymmetric folding

with attenuation in the short limb can yield a regionally consistent

facing but with repeated stratigraphy which can be mistaken for a simple

homoclinal sequence. However, as pointed out by Whitten (1966), major

lithologic sequences can remain stratigraphically valid, even though

contacts between lithologies are tectonic and bedding within lithologic

units is transposed. The degree and style of transposition within each

sequence is determined by the mechanical properties of each layer, which

may vary greatly in a major lithologic sequence. Therefore, units from

two different sequences will probably not be interfolded or transposed

together, except perhaps right at the boundary between sequences. Thus,

a stratigraphic section can maintain its unique lithologic sequence

during transposition even though each sequence may be internally

transposed. In the study area, units of the western assemblage,

although internally transposed, have probably retained their relative

stratigraphic positions. In contrast, transposition of the eastern

assemblage has tectonically intercalated the units so that their

original stratigraphic order is obscured.
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FIGURE 21.-- Schematic diagram showing relationship between enveloping
surfaces and layering in asymmetrically transposed sequence.
After Turner and Weiss, 1963.
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Foliation

The dominant structural element in the metamorphic belt is

foliation (S1) which strikes N20 -40E, dips steeply west or is vertical,

and generally parallels bedding or compositional layering (fig. 22).

Foliation, as observed and measured in the field, includes all

mesoscopically recognizable penetrative surfaces of metamorphic and

deformational origin, including schistosity and cleavage. The following

descriptions use terminology defined by Powell (1979) and Borradaille

(1982) .

The physical characteristics of foliation vary according to rock

type. Foliation in the study area ranges between continuous cleavage,

or schistosity, and spaced cleavage (Powell, 1979; Borradaille, 1982).

A weak to strong preferred orientation of minerals, parallel to the

cleavage, occurs within domains between the spaced cleavage. In

general, an increase in mean grain size and in variation in grain size

aids in the development of domainal cleavage over continuous cleavage.

Conversely, an increase in phyllosilicate mineral percentage and a

decrease in grain size are conducive to formation of continuous

cleavage. In addition, the degree of preferred orientation increases

with the percentage of phyllosilicates minerals in the rocks.

Phyllites, pelitic rocks, and some of the fine -grained metagreywackes

tend to have continuous cleavage. As the range in grain size increases,

rough or anastomosing cleavages that bound domains become dominant.

These anastomosing cleavages have higher concentrations of

phyllosilicate minerals than do the domains, and are controlled by the
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A.

B.

1 - 5 - 15 - 25 X PER 1X AREA
MAXIMUM 29.3 X

CONTOURING BASED ON 290 POINTS

FIGURE 22.-- Stereographic projection of A, poles to foliation. B,

Contoured projection.
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distribution of the coarser grain -size fraction, such as

blastoporphyritic crystals in the felsic volcanic rocks and large quartz

grains or lithic clasts in the metaconglomerates.

Thin -sections showed little evidence of pre- existing fabric

other than that thought to be primary in origin. Preferred orientation

within domains is generally strong, parallel to domainal boundaries.

However, in the metasedimentary rocks, muscovite flakes may have up to

three orientations, one parallel to the foliation direction and the

other two in a conjugate configuration with the cleavage direction

bisecting the acute angle. This fabric could reflect a pre- existing

fabric that is almost completely overprinted.

Lineations

Penetrative lineations formed by prismatic minerals, elongated

minerals, intersection of bedding and compositional layering with

foliation, and deformed pebbles were measured throughout the area.

Figure 23 shows a synoptic stereographic plot of mineral, intersection

and pebble lineations, which collectively plunge steeply southwest.

Ideally, bedding - cleavage intersections are parallel to fold

axes (Hobbs and others, 1976; Ramsay, 1983). In the study area,

intersection lineations, as well as mineral -pebble lineations, are sub-

parallel to minor fold axes. If the trend and plunge of mineral and

pebble lineations are assumed to reflect the regional maximum elongation

direction, then both fold axes and intersection lineations in the study

area are subparallel to the elongation direction.
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A.

B.

1 - 15 - 30 7 PER 1% AREA
MAXIMUM 37.8 7

CONTOURING BASED ON 246 POINTS

FIGURE 23. --A, Synoptic equal area stereographic projection of
lineations. B, Contoured projection. Maximum plunges 65°
S5OW.
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Mineral lineations

Mineral lineations are defined by the preferred orientation of

prismatic minerals, or elongated mineral aggregates that lie in the

plane of foliation, with the shortest axis perpendicular to foliation

and the long axis plunging steeply southwest (fig. 24a). Amphiboles and

felted masses of biotite, muscovite, and /or chlorite show preferred

dimensional growth. Calcite lenses in greywackes are greatly flattened

and elongated. Feldspar crystals in the blastoporphyritic felsic

volcanic rocks are elongated in the lineation direction, sometimes

showing microboudinage and pressure shadows at the tips. Elongated

quartz grains with mica beards show well- developed undulatory

extinction, even within subgrains, and have sutured contacts.

Mineral lineations formed by the preferred orientation of

prismatic minerals can form by rotation or by preferred dimensional

growth (Hobbs and others, 1976). Regardless of which mechanism is

responsible for this type of lineation in the study area, these

lineations indicate the extension direction because they are parallel to

the extension direction defined by mineral aggregates and deformed

pebbles (fig. 24) .

Intersection lineations

Orientations of intersection lineations were measured where

layering and foliation were at an angle to each other. A contoured

stereographic plot of the intersection lineations (fig. 24b) shows a
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1 - 5 - 15 X PER 1% AREA
MAXIMUM 23.4 X

CONTOURING BASED ON 47 POINTS

B.

1 - 20 - 40 % PER 1% AREA
MAXIMUM 49.3 7L

CONTOURING BASED ON 71 POINTS

C.

FIGURE 24. -- Contoured equal area stereographic projections of A,
mineral, B, intersection, and C, pebble lineations. Maximums
plunge 65° S5OW, 80° S45W, and 68° S5OW, respectively.
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girdle lying along the plane N30E 80W, which is essentially the plane of

foliation, with a strong point maximum at 75° S56W.

Pebble lineations

Deformed clasts in the metaconglomerate unit lie in the plane of

foliation, and their long axes plunge steeply southwest (fig. 24c). The

deformed pebble shapes vary greatly (fig. 25). Quartz -rich and coarser -

grained lithologies such as the metacherts appear relatively less

deformed compared to clasts that were originally finer -grained,

phyllosilicate -rich, or layered. Quartz -sericite clasts are usually

extremely elongated and wispy and can be difficult to distinguish from

the matrix. Pebbles commonly have goatees or beards at the terminations

of the long axes and have fish -mouth boudined ends (Ramsay, 1967, p.

105 -106). Thin sections were cut across the tail of such clasts,

perpendicular to foliation and parallel to lineation. They show

fragments of the pebbles within the goatee, formed by boudinage in the

extension direction (fig. 26).



FIGURE 25. -- Photographs of clasts in metaconglomerate. A, Large
metachert clast with goatee structure on long axis. B,

Variation in shape and size of deformed clasts lying in plane
of foliation. C, Close -up of clasts flattened in plane of
foliation. Note wispy boundaries of large lower clast and
slight asymmetry to shapes of dark upper clast and small white
quartz clast.
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C.

Figure 25--Continued
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FIGURE 26. -- Photomicrograph showing boudined fragments of the pebble
contained within the metaconglomerate matrix. Thin section cut
across tail of pebble, perpendicular to foliation and parallel
to lineation.
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Strain analysis of Metaconglomerate Pebbles

Axial lengths of pebbles were measured on three non -

perpendicular surfaces (fig. 27) at three locations in order to test the

feasibility of determining finite strain by using deformed pebbles.

Station One is located at the highest point on Slate Mountain near the

Slate Mountain fault, Station Two is near the western margin of the main

conglomerate unit, and Station Three lies within the western

conglomerate. Foliation was assumed to be the XY plane of the strain

ellipsoid (Ramsay, 1983), and favorably oriented joint planes were used

for the other two surfaces. At Stations One and Two, axial lengths were

measured on surfaces at the outcrop. At Station Three, photographs were

taken of the various surfaces and axial ratios were determined from

enlarged photographs.

Axial lengths of 40 to 50 pebbles were measured on each plane

and analysed using techniques described by Ramsay (1967, p. 73 -87; 1983,

p. 185 -226). The reader is referred to these works, especially Ramsay

(1983), for detailed descriptions of the analyses discussed below.

Initial sphericity of pebble shapes was tested by plotting of

long versus short axes for each surface and best -fitting a line that

passes through the origin to the data. If all pebbles were initially

spherical, the data would fall on a straight line that passes through

the origin; if the pebbles were not initially spherical the scatter of

data around the line would increase. The slope of the line is equal to

the ratio (Rs) of the axes of the strain ellipse (Ramsay, 1983). The
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FIGURE 27.- -Equal area stereographic projections showing orientations of
planes upon which pebble axial lengths were measured for each
station. "X" marks orientation of direction of elongation
determined on XY and XZ planes.
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slope can be approximated by the quotient of the arithmetic means of

long -axis and short -axis data. Results are shown in figures 28a -c, 29a-

c, and 30a -c and table 2.

Although Rs values derived by this method are similar to those

derived by the Rf /16 method discussed below, linear regressions performed

on the data plots have poor goodness -of -fit, or r2 values (table 2).

This indicates that pebbles were probably not initially spherical, which

is not surprising.

R
f
/$ plots were generated by plotting axial ratios of the

pebbles (Rf = final ratios) against $, the angle between the pebble's

long axis and a reference line (figs 28d -f, 29d -f, 30d -f). The

intersection of foliation with the plane of measurement was chosen as

the reference line for the YZ and XZ surfaces; the reference line for

the XY plane was chosen by plotting the pitches of the long axes on the

surface onto a stereonet and using the bisector of the data. The axial

ratio of the strain ellipse, Rs, and the mean axial ratio of the initial

pebble shape, Ri, are calculated using the Rf /6 plots and equations

given by Ramsay (1967, 1983). The fluctuation, or variation in pitch of

long axes of pebbles, is derived by two methods: The actual fluctuation

is the maximum value of $; the expected fluctuation is read from a graph

in Ramsay (1983, p.78). The fluctuation is a function of Rs and Ri.

Determining the expected fluctuation for the values of Rs and Ri derived

by the Rf/6 method and comparing it to the actual fluctuation provides a

check on the reasonableness of the Rs and Ri values. As an additional

check on the strain values, the harmonic and arithmetic means of the
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axial ratio data, which can approximate Rs (Lisle, 1977; Ramsay, 1983),

were also calculated.

Results for each station are given in table 2. Rs values

estimated by the best -fit line, the Rf /es method, and the harmonic mean

are in general fairly similar, suggesting either all three methods will

yield similar results for any given data set, or that the results of the

strain analysis are good approximations of the actual strain. Ri values

determined by the Rf /6 method verify that initial shapes of the pebbles

were indeed not spherical. Data from Stations One and Two show similar

Ri values for different final strain values. Actual and theoretical

fluctuation values are very close to each other except for the YZ plane

in Station One where values vary by 25 °. The pitch of the greatest axes

of elongation (X) determined on XY and XZ planes for each station are

shown on figure 27 and are closely clustered; the orientations (see

table 2) are similar to the mean elongation direction defined by the

extension lineations (65° S50W).

Ideally, assuming that measurements were made on principal

planes of strain, RsXY . RsYZ - RsXZ for each station. Values for

Stations One and Two are within reason (table 2), considering that there

are probably errors in field measurements and that the planes measured

are not perpendicular and are only approximations of the principal

planes. However, values for station three are incompatible, that is the

Rs value for the XZ plane is substantially less than -
. RsXY' The

lack of agreement for this station is probably due to 1) errors in

measurement of axial lengths on photographs; 2) the measured planes did
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not approximate the principal planes of strain; 3) strain at this

station being low enough that small errors in measurement will have a

greater effect on results than if the strain is high.

The approximation of finite strain of these metamorphic rocks by

using deformed pebbles appears to be feasible, within certain limits.

Positive results from this analysis are the similarity of Ri values for

Stations One and Two, the generally similar Rs values determined by

different methods, and the clustering of 'X' elongation axes on figure

27. However, strain values are probably only approximate at best since

no compensation has been made for ductility contrasts between matrix and

pebbles, lithologic differences in pebbles that were measured, and for

nearest -neighbor influence (Ramsay, 1983). For regional strain analyses

in these metaconglomerates, computing about 30 axial ratios from each

plane in the field and calculating the harmomic mean would probably

suffice.



FIGURE 28. --Rf/ and linear regression plots for Station One. A -C, Long

axis plotted against short axis for each plane, Y:Z, X:Y, andg P > >

X:Z, respectively. D -F, natural log of axial ratios plotted
against the angle between the long axis of each pebble and a
reference line; data for planes Y /Z, X/y, and X /Z,
respectively.
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FIGURE 29. --Rf/ and linear regression plots for Station Two. A -C, Long
axis lotted against short axis for each plane, Y:Z, X:Y, andP g P > >

X:Z, respectively. D -F, natural log of axial ratios plotted
against the angle between the long axis of each pebble and a

reference line; data for planes Y /Z, X /Y, and X /Z,
respectively.
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FIGURE 30. --Rf /$ and linear regression plots for Station Three. A -C,

Long axis plotted against short axis for each plane, Y:Z, X:Y,
and X:Z, respectively. D -F, natural log of axial ratios
plotted against the angle between the long axis of each pebble
and a reference line; data for planes Y /Z, X /Y, and X/ Z'
respectively.
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Table 2. Results of linear regression and Rf /vi plot analyses.

Station 1

80

Station 2 Station 3

YZ XY XZ YZ XY XZ YZ XY XZ

Regression

Analysis

X 8.3 15.6 14.6 5.4 15.1 15.3 1.0 3.0 3.9

Y 4.2 6.2 3.0 3.2 4.4 2.7 0.5 1.4 1.9

X/Y = Rs 2.0 2.5 4.9 1.7 3.4 5.7 2.0 2.1 2.1

r2 .53 .66 .32 .65 .40 .50 .54 .67 1.3

Rf
/$

plot

R
s

2.2 2.6 5.0 1.9 4.0 5.7 1.8 2.2 2.1

Ri 1.7 2.0 3.1 1.7 2.3 3.4 2.0 2.0 2.0

fluctuation

expected 40° 45° 35° 62° 30° 34° -- 56° 56°

actual 65° 43° 30° 65° 30° 30° 180° 45° 53°

Harmonic mean

XH= Rs 2.0 2.6 4.3 1.7 3.3 5.4 1.9 2.0 2.0

Trend and plunge of 'X'

'X' on XY plane: 73° S58W

'X' on XZ plane: 73° S6OW

59° S52W

57° S4OW

69° S54W

66° S2W
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Microstructures

Microstructures seen in thin section vary widely in degree of

recrystallization, sub -grain development, undulatory extinction, sutured

contacts, and mica -beard overgrowths and strain shadows. Few show true

equilibrium textures, although textures indicative of annealing are more

common in the northwest part of the area than elsewhere.

Thin sections mostly from the metasedimentary rocks and felsic

metavolcanic rocks, including a few across quartz vein - host rock

contacts and pebble - matrix contacts, were examined for evidence of

pressure solution versus dislocation creep. Textural features

indicative of pressure solution deformation include cleavage structures

showing volume loss along the cleavage plane, pressure shadows, and

mica- beards. In contrast, ductile deformation, such as processes of

dislocation creep and recovery, results in undulatory extinction,

sutured grain boundaries, sub -grain development, and recrystallization

(Elliott, 1973; Kerrich and others, 1976; Kerrich and Allison, 1978).

Microstructures in rocks from the study area indicate that the

predominant mechanisms of deformation of metamorphic rocks in the study

area were dislocation creep and recovery. A relict quartz grain in the

metaconglomerate matrix shows evidence of dynamic recrystallization on

the margins (fig. 31a). In a thin section from the metaconglomerate,

the contacts between a metachert pebble and the matrix are highly

interpenetrative (fig. 31b), and quartz grains in both pebble and matrix

have strong undulatory extinction. A thin -section across the contact

between a thin (1 cm), folded quartz vein and the metaconglomerate
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matrix also shows a highly interpenetrative contact (fig. 31c). Quartz

in the vein is elongated in the plane of foliation, and shows strong

undulatory extinction. If the development of cleavage is due even in

part to processes of pressure solution, any textures indicative of this

are overprinted by recrystallization and dislocation creep.

Heterogeneous strain is demonstrated throughout the area by

zones of intensified deformation. Photomicrographs of a suite of thin

sections from the blastoporphyritic felsic metavolcanic rocks

demonstrate heterogeneous strain in that unit (fig. 32). In the less

deformed rock, foliation (fig. 32a) and lineation (fig. 32b) are poorly

developed. In contrast, samples from a zone of intensified deformation

show strong development of foliation (fig. 32c) and have fragmented,

boudined feldspars that are sheared in the lineation direction (fig.

32d). Asymmetric shear fabrics are well- developed only locally in the

zones of higher strain. The fabric shown in figure 32e occurs in the

matrix of the metaconglomerate, within 5 mm of a metachert pebble. Both

pebble and matrix are highly sheared near this contact. The shearing is

probably due to stress concentrations at or near the pebble - matrix

contact, caused by the buttressing effect of the relatively competent

metachert pebble. Quartz within the metachert pebble shows extensive

undulatory extinction, sutured contacts, and abundant sub -grain

development, but no asymmetric shear fabrics.

Structures indicative of diffusion processes do occur in thin

sections, although they are minor relative to those related to

dislocation processes. Pressure shadows are common around the tails of



FIGURE 31. -- Photomicrographs showing textures indicative of ductile
deformation. A, showing a relict quartz grain with extensive
dynamic recrystallization in the plane of foliation. Thin
section oriented perpendicular to foliation and parallel to
lineation. B, of thin section cut across the contact between a
chert pebble and the matrix, (perpendicular to foliation),
across the tail of the pebble. C, contact between quartz vein
and metaconglomerate matrix, showing interpenetration of mica-
rich zones into quartz vein.
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B.

FIGURE 31. -- Photomicrographs showing textures indicative of ductile
deformation.
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G

Figure 31 -- Continued



FIGURE 32. --A -D, Photomicrographs demonstrating heterogeneous strain
in blastoporphyritic felsic metavolcanic rocks. A -B,

relatively less deformed; thin sections cut perpendicular and
parallel to lineation direction, respectively, and
perpendicular to foliation. Note elongated, recrystallized
quartz phenocryst and little- deformed feldspars crystals. C-

D, From zone of intensified deformation; thin sections cut
perpendicular to and parallel to lineation direction,
respectively, showing well -developed foliation and boudined
feldspars. E, Photomicrograph of metaconglomerate matrix, near
pebble margin, showing left lateral shear of feldspar crystal.
Note asymmetric fabrics in foliated zone below feldspar
crystal.
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E.

Figure 32-- Continued
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feldspar crystals in the felsic metavolcanic rocks and large quartz

grains in the metaconglomerate. Some quartz grains, although with

subgrain development, contain dust rings that outline the original grain

and thus separate it from the overgrowths, or mica-beards. Rarely,

abrupt terminations of quartz grains on the cleavage side indicate some

volume loss, accompanied by precipitation of solutions in pressure

shadows in the lineation direction (fig. 33a). One thin section across

a contact between the metaconglomerate matrix and the long axis of a

metachert pebble contains evidence of precipitation of solutions around

boudined fragments of the pebble tail (fig. 33b).

The transition from pressure solution to dislocation creep and

recovery processes is dependent on temperature, strain rate, grain size,

and mineralogy (White, 1976; Kerrich and others, 1977; Kerrich and

Allison, 1978). As summarized by Kerrich and Allison (1978), higher

temperatures, higher strain rates, and larger grain sizes favor

dislocation creep over diffusion processes. For pure quartzites, the

transition between pressure solution and dislocation creep occurs at

about 450° C and .300° C for grain diameters of 100 um and 10 um,

respectively (Kerrich and others, 1977). The presence of phyllosilicate

minerals favors diffusion processes. Thus, evidence of this process is

best developed in polymineralic rocks (Kerrich and Allison, 1978).

Dislocation creep textures are probably much more common in the

metamorphic rocks of the study area than those of pressure solution

because the metamorphic grade, upper -greenschist to lower- amphibolite

facies, was high enough to favor dislocation creep. According to



FIGURE 33. -- Photomicrographs showing textures indicative of pressure
solution. A, matrix of metaconglomerate showing pressure
solution cleavages and pressure shadow development; B, contact
between matrix of metaconglomerate and long axis of pebble,
showing boudined pebble fragment surrounded by material that
was deposited in the strain shadow.
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A.

B.
FIGURE 33. -- Photomicrographs showing textures indicative of pressure

solution.
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Kerrich and Allison (1978), textures indicative of dislocation creep and

recovery become predominant at upper -greenschist facies to higher

metamorphic grades. However, this does not preclude the possiblility

that when the rocks in the study area were at lower temperatures,

pressure solution processes were dominant but are now mostly obliterated

by subsequent ductile processes. Small folded quartz veins are common

in the metaconglomerates and seem to be more abundant in more micaceous

zones. The quartz veins may be the result of transport of quartz into

cracks by pressure solution of the host rock (Kerrich and Allison,

1978), thereby effectively concentrating phyllosilicate minerals in the

host rock so as to form the micaceous zones. Thus, the quartz veins

could have been generated at lower pressure- temperature conditions by

pressure solution processes and appear to be pre- tectonic because they

were overprinted by subsequent ductile processes during prograde

metamorphism and deformation.

Mesoscopic Folds

Rare mesoscopic folds within the area are typified by the

occurrence of layering nearly perpendicular to cleavage or the presence

of isolated fold hinges. Fold axes plunge steeply southwest parallel to

lineations (fig. 34a). Rodding and pencil structure also parallel fold

axes and lineations (fig. 34a); these features are generally thought to

be parallel to local fold axes (Hobbs and others, 1976; Davis, 1984).

Similar folds are best displayed in finely layered phyllitic units (fig.

34b -c). In the metasedimentary units fold hinges are rarely exposed,
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FIGURE 34. --A, Equal area stereographic projection of minor fold axes,
rodding, and pencil structures. B -E, Photographs show examples
of small -scale folds.
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FIGURE 34. --A, Equal area stereographic projection of minor fold axes,
rodding, and pencil structures. B -E, Photographs show examples
of small -scale folds. B- similar fold in phyllite; C- partial
transposition of similar fold in phyllite, showing
transposition foliation developing in fold limbs; D- folded
quartz vein in metaconglomerate, showing slight boudinage in
right limb and shortening in left limb; E- kink fold in well-
foliated metaconglomerate.
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perhaps because amplitudes and layer thicknesses are too large to be

exposed clearly at the average outcrop size. Folded quartz veins within

the metaconglomerates are more common (fig. 34d). Because no

overprinting relationships were observed, the folds are assumed to be of

the same generation, except for later kink folds (fig. 34e) that deform

cleavage that is axial planar to the other fold styles.

Inferred Macroscopic Folds

A macroscopic, southwest -plunging synform that is best seen on

aerial photographs occurs in the northwest corner of the area, within

the amphibolite sequence (fig. 5 and 35a). On the aerial photographs

the fold seems to be outlined by gross differences in compositional

layering. However, the fold is difficult to identify in the field

because of the lack of marker units in the amphibolites. The synform

appears to plunge about 70° SW, parallel to the mineral lineation.

In the southern part of the area, outcrop patterns and rare

occurrences of bedding in the conglomerate perpendicular to foliation

also suggest a macroscopic synform that plunges southwest (fig. 35b).

Pebble lineations and rodding in the conglomerate plunge 60° SW and

define the fold axis. However, the eastern limb appears to have been

truncated by the Slate Mountain fault.

Fold asymmetries, cleavage- bedding angles, and sedimentary

facings (fig. 5) suggest that folding is more complicated than can be

deciphered from present knowledge. There may be an antiform within the



FIGURE 35. -- Inferred macroscopic folds. A, Down -plunge projection of
macroscopic synform in northwest corner of area. Plunge of
fold axis is estimated from average trend and plunge of mineral
lineation. B, Photograph looking south at synformal outcrop
pattern in southern part of area. Slate Mountain fault bounds
east (left) side of synform.
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A.

B.

FIGURE 35. -- Inferred macroscopic folds.
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sedimentary section so that the eastern and western outcrops of

conglomerate could be the same units in opposite limbs of a fold. What

facing indicators that have been found do not support this, but such

indicators are rare and often separated by deformed zones and are

therefore not necessarily reliable. On a small scale, minor folds

commonly have facing indicators preserved only on the east -facing

limbs; this relationship may be true on a larger scale also and explain

the lack of west -facing limbs. Thrusting could also duplicate the

stratigraphy while not altering the facing. More detailed structural

mapping is needed to unravel the structural complexity.

Using layering, foliation, and lineation data to reconstruct the

probable fold geometry, the maximum concentration of SO and Si defines

an axial plane and the maximum concentration of lineation orientations

yields the fold axis (Turner and Weiss, 1963). Such a construction

defines, for the study area, a geometry of tightly appressed, reclined

similar to isoclinal folds that plunge steeply southwest (Hobbs and

others, 1976).

Ductile Zones

Heterogeneous strain in the tectonites is expressed by

discontinous strike -parallel ductilely deformed zones, some of which are

probably attenuated fold limbs, that occur throughout the sequence.

These are called ductile zones to distinguish them form the

geometrically distinct shear zones discussed below. These ductile

zones, which are perhaps a few yards to 10 yards (a few m to 10 m) in
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length, are characterized by increased development of foliation and

lineation such that no primary features remain in the rock. The fabric

elements have the same orientations within the ductile zones as they do

in the adjacent rocks. The concentration of strain into these zones is

perhaps controlled by lithologic heterogeneities, so that fine -grained

rocks or those with higher phyllosilicate minerals percentages undergo a

greater portion of the strain. Although in general the lithologic

controls are probably pre -metamorphic in origin, the presence of

abundant quartz veins in zones with higher phyllosilicate mineral

content suggests that some of the lithologic differences may be

deformational in origin. If deformation began at a lower temperature

where processes of diffusion creep are dominant (see p. 87), the

transfer of quartz into vein systems would concentrate phyllosilicate

minerals in the deforming rocks and these differences could perhaps

result in concentrating subsequent deformation in these zones.

Shear Zones

Small -scale shear zones at varying angles to foliation are

common in the tectonites. These zones are as much as a few tens of

meters in length. Unlike the ductile zones, whose fabric elements match

those of the main package of rocks, the shear zones clearly post -date

the main peak of deformation. Retrograde metamorphic mineral

assemblages, especially obvious in porphyroblastic rocks, are

characteristic of the shear zones. East of the study area, east -west

trending shear zones cross the contact between the tectonite and the
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granodiorite gneiss and show apparent left -lateral movement. The zones

are intruded in places by pegmatite veins. The age of the shear zones

can be bracketed only crudely; they cut the granodiorite gneiss, are

older than the pegmatites, and are partly reactivated by Tertiary

faulting, as shown by local gouge and brecciation of pegmatites within

the zones.

Slate Mountain Fault

The Slate Mountain fault is a discontinuity of unknown origin.

The actual surface is not exposed but this feature does not appear to be

a regional, post- deformational brittle fault. It is herein termed a

fault because displacement is likely to have occurred across this

discontinuity. The Slate Mountain fault strikes N10E and forms the

eastern margin of the metaconglomerate sequence. In the northern and

central portions of the study area, the trace of the contact across

topography indicates that it is near vertical. However, in the southern

part of the study area, the fault dips to the west, at a gentler angle

than foliation. The Slate Mountain fault is marked by the termination

of units of both the eastern and western assemblages against the

discontinuity (fig. 5). Foliation, which trends N20 -40E, strikes

directly across the zone without deflection, and fabric elements of both

assemblages have the same orientations (fig. 36). This suggests the

Slate Mountain fault is pre- or syn- deformational in origin.

Brittle -deformation textures occur locally along the zone but

appear to be very minor. Deformation along the Slate Mountain fault is
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more likely ductile in style. If so, it probably has dip -slip offset as

indicated by extension lineation directions of the rocks on each side.

Because the age relations between the eastern and western assemblages

are unknown, the fault cannot be classified as a thrust or normal

fault.

Although the present relative movement appears to be near dip -

slip, the fault, if pre -deformational, may have been rotated by folding

or by large -scale block rotation and could represent an original low -

angle thrust or normal fault, or even a strike -slip fault.

Alternatively, the Slate Mountain fault may simply represent a

stratigraphic contact along which strain was concentrated during

deformation, as discussed on page 60. In this case, displacement may be

quite minor, involving small amounts of slip related to mechanical

contrasts between the metaconglomerate and the "weak" eastern

assemblage. In this case, termination of units against this zone would

be a function of transposition, where bedding became transposed into

parallelism with cleavage, but the enveloping surface remained at an

angle to cleavage. The Slate Mountain fault could represent such an

enveloping surface between separate stratigraphic units that reacted

differently to the same stress. Unfortunately the contact is never

actually exposed so that the exact nature of the contact remains

unresolved.
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Cenozoic Faults and their Relationships

to Regional Structures

Faults of the Grand Wash fault system

Near -vertical, east -west trending normal faults of Tertiary age

cut across the southern part of the area and bound the Cottonwood Cliffs

(fig. 5) . These faults are part of the Cottonwood Cliffs segment of the

Grand Wash fault system. They do not appear to be rotational because

rim basalts downdropped by the faults still maintain near -horizontal

attitudes.

The east -west trend of the Cottonwood Cliffs fault system is

anomalous in comparison to the general north -south trend of the Grand

Wash fault system. It may be that the east -west shear zones described

above are locally controlling the trend of the Tertiary faults.

Faults of the Hurricane fault system

No single fault in the area can be pinpointed as the Hurricane

fault. A possible splay may occur near or along the eastern margin of

the metaconglomerate subparallel to the Slate Mountain fault. The

actual trace of this splay cannot be identified because of poor outcrop

and parallelism of the fault to the structural grain of the basement so

that offsets are not seen. However, if rim basalts east of Slate

Mountain are the same as those west of the mountain, then vertical

separation would be about 40 ft (15 m). Alternatively, the basalts may

have flowed over an uneven topography and are not faulted.
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The main fault probably occurs along the southeastern corner of

the study area, but is hidden beneath the gravel- covered pediment

surface that obscures the contact between the metamorphic rocks and the

granodiorite gneiss. This pediment lies in a linear northeast -trending

topographic valley. This valley probably marks the trace of a major

segment of the Hurricane fault in the area. Just northeast of the map

area, a section of volcanic rocks fills the valley and overlies small

remnants of gravels containing lower Paleozoic clast. If the valley is

a consequence of displacement on the Hurricane fault, then much of the

displacement could have occurred before deposition of these volcanic

rocks. Displacement along the Hurricane fault in this region cannot be

estimated easily; basal Paleozoic rocks occur only on the east rim of

the valley and the volcanic rocks on either side may be of different

ages. If the volcanic rocks are of the same age, vertical separation

could be as much as 400 ft (130 m) .

Joints

No systematic measurement of joint orientations was undertaken,

but three regional sets were observed, in both the metamorphic belt and

the foliated plutonic rocks. One set parallels foliation, the second

occurs perpendicular to both foliation and and the elongation direction

of lineation, and the third is perpendicular to foliation and parallel

to the lineation trend. Such orientations are common in tectonite

terrains, and are explained by Turner (1981) as an expression of the

last stage in a progressive deformation event. According to Turner, the
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fracturing occurs as a response to relaxation of elastic strain caused

by unloading, where the breaking strength of the rocks decreases as the

confining pressure decreases.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Strike -slip Shear Zones in Precambrian Rocks

Lucchitta (1981) suggested that the penetrative fabric of the

rocks within the Cottonwood Cliffs area was the result of a strike -slip

shear zone, which he called the Slate Mountain "cataclastic" belt.

Strike -slip shear zones have often been called upon to explain highly

deformed linear belts of Early Proterozoic age in Arizona. The north -

trending Shylock fault zone in central Arizona is perhaps the best known

of these linear belts, and was described as a shear zone by C. A.

Anderson (1967). Anderson suggested minimum right -lateral slip of 5

miles on the north -trending zone, based on the presumed offset of a

quartz diorite pluton. Shoemaker and others (1978) extended the

interpretation of strike -slip shear movement to inferred basement faults

that they suggested had been reactivated to form the Bright Angel and

Mesa Butte fault systems on the Colorado Plateau.

However, more recent work indicates that there is little support

for the interpretation of strike -slip movement on the Shylock fault.

Winn (1982), who studied the southern extension of the Shylock fault in

Black Canyon, discounted Anderson's interpretation. He found no

evidence of lateral movement and instead documented a "belt of high

strain that was produced by east -west flattening and dip -slip material

flow ". Recent studies by K. Karlstrom, Northern Arizona University

(oral comm.), examining microfabrics in rocks within the Shylock zone

suggest that the movement direction on the zone was dip -slip, east side

102
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upward. The penetrative fabric of the Shylock belt is dominated by

near -vertical foliation and down -dip mineral extension lineations. Such

fabric orientations are common in the Early Proterozoic terranes (e.g.,

Dewitt, 1976), including the Cottonwood Cliffs area, albeit not

everywhere as intensely developed as within the Shylock zone.

Two important implications arise from the predominance of this

structural fabric. First, down -dip extension lineations in shear zones

indicate that material flow or relative movement is in the dip

direction. Any strike -slip movement in these zones would have to occur

either before ductile deformation, or have been brittle in style and

therefore not reflected in the penetrative fabric of the rocks. In the

first case, proving pre- deformational strike -slip movement would be very

difficult, if not impossible. In the second case, piercement points

would be necessary in order to document lateral translation.

Secondly, the L -S fabric does not necessarily imply that a

regional shear zone is present. In fact, because these fabrics are

common throughout deformed Proterozoic terranes in Arizona away from so-

called shear zones, regional shear zones cannot uniquely explain

penetrative features of zones such as the Shylock fault zone. Moreover,

L -S fabrics need not even form by shearing, as discussed below for the

study area.

Two features of the structural fabric of the Cottonwood Cliffs

study area directly argue against lateral shear deformation of the

rocks. First, as discussed above, vertical extension directions are

contraindicative of strike -slip shear. Second, only locally do these
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rocks show evidence of a simple shear. What asymmetric shear fabrics

that do exist appear to be related to local, vertically- directed shear

in attenuated fold limbs and not to a regional shear zone.

Relationship of Early Proterozoic Structure
to the Hurricane Fault

The northeast trend of the Hurricane Fault in the region has

probably been influenced by the anisotropic, northeast -trending

structural fabric of the basement rocks. The near -vertical foliation of

rocks in the study area may provide convenient planes of slip for

certain stress orientations. However, even though younger structures

such as the Hurricane fault may use or reactivate a pre- existing

basement anisotropy, the presence of such a structure is not required.

In fact, because a basement anisotropy is used by younger structures

does not mean that the anisotropy itself has to be a discrete fault or

shear zone. This was pointed out very clearly by Huntoon and Sears

(1975), in a discussion of the Bright Angel fault in the eastern Grand

Canyon. They found no evidence of movement along the Bright Angel fault

before deposition of Late Proterozoic rand Canyon Supergroup. Instead,

a contact between gneiss and schist provided a convenient zone of

weakness along which faulting occurred. Thus, the presence of the

Hurricane Fault and its orientation in this area need not indicate the

presence of a basement structure, but it probably was influenced by the

fabric of the basement rocks.
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Syn- metamorphic Deformation of the Metamorphic Rocks

The fabric of the metamorphic rocks of the Cottonwood Cliffs

area is dominated by L -S tectonites. The striking feature of this

fabric is that the elongation direction is near vertical, as expressed

by mineral and pebble extension lineations, and intersection lineations,

and is parallel to mesoscopic fold axes. The parallelism of minor fold

axes and extension lineations is characteristic of zones of high strain,

but the formation of such zones cannot be uniquely defined as forming in

any particular tectonic environment.

A favored mechanism at present of forming fold axes parallel to

extension direction is by rotation of fold axes into the extension

direction, wherein fold axes form at high angles to the extension

direction and are progressively rotated toward that direction with

increasing strain (Sanderson, 1973; Escher and Watterson, 1974; Hobbs

and others, 1976). Rotation of fold axes into the regional extension or

transport direction in overthrust terranes, presumably by simple shear,

has been well documented (Bryant and Reed, 1969; Rhodes and Gayer, 1977;

Bell, 1978; Williams, 1978; La Tour, 1981). Most studies have dealt

with relatively low -angle thrust zones, although La Tour (1981)

demonstrated fold rotation into near -parallelism with a near -vertical

lineation direction along the Grenville Front. The fabric in the study

area could have formed in a low -angle zone with a sub -horizontal

transport direction, and subsequently have been rotated or refolded into
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the present configuration. Alternatively, the regional transport

direction could have been near -vertical.

Superposed folding, near -orthogonal to an earlier generation of

folds in rocks that had been deformed by recumbent folds and low -angle

thrusts, could rotate the early lineation into a near -vertical

orientation in the limbs of the second generation folds. Regional

superposed folding in this style has been suggested for Early

Proterozoic rocks in central Arizona (O'Hara, 1980; Karlstrom, pers.

commun.). Ongoing geologic field studies in the Brady Butte area in

central Arizona by K. Karlstrom and by the author have found that

superposed folds (F2) are well- exposed in the F2 hinge areas. However,

in the limbs of the F2 folds where F2 axial planar cleavage is

essentially subparallel to F1 cleavage and where deformation is general

seems to have been more intense, identifying superposed folding is

difficult at best. DeWitt (1976), who studied an area that is probably

within the limb of an F2 fold, did not observe superposed folding.

Within the Cottonwood Cliff study area, a refolding event cannot be

documented. The area could fall entirely within the limb of a large -

scale F2 fold where superposed folding is not discernible. However,

because of the limited outcrop extent of the metamorphic rocks in the

study, this hypothesis cannot really be evaluated.

As mentioned above, an alternative hypothesis is that the

extension direction was vertical during a single deformation affecting

the rocks of the study area. Near -vertical extension lineations are not

uncommon in orogenic belts (Hobbs and others, 1976; Tobish, 1977;
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Ramsey, 1983). Tobish (1977) suggested that orogenic -wide vertical

extension occurs as a result of the inability of an elongate orogenic

belt, under compression perpendicular to its length, to extend parallel

to its length because of confining pressure of the surrounding crust.

Therefore, extension will occur upward to the Earth's surface. The

effect of the large pre- and syn- deformational plutons in the Early

Proterozoic in Arizona could magnify the vertical flow or elongation

direction because stresses concentrate along the margins of the plutons

that are oriented perpendicular to the regional direction of maximum

stress.

Large -scale block rotation of strata prior to deformation could

result in the production of steeply inclined fold axes during

deformation because principal stress axes would not be oriented

perpendicular to the layers (Ramsay, 1967, p. 491 -517). This mechanism

was called upon by Dewitt (1976, p. 123 -126) to explain steeply -plunging

fold axes in central Arizona. Because these fold axial orientations are

seen regionally in the Early Proterozoic in central and western Arizona,

large scale regional rotation would be required to adequately explain

the observed relationships.

Certainly, although many hypotheses can be put forth to explain

deformational features in metamorphic rocks of Early Proterozoic age in

Arizona, too little is known about the regional deformation at present.

Both detailed and regional structural studies are needed before the

complexities of the regional deformation can be resolved.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

Potential studies on rocks within the study area are listed

below, for those who are searching for true Cans of Worms (C.O.W.)

research projects:

1. Much more detailed metamorphic studies could be conducted

concerning the prograde metamorphism and the interplay between

metamorphism, deformation and subsequent retrograde metamorphism.

2. A study of the mines in the area, especially around the

Alabama Mine where exhalative massive sulfide deposits may exist.

3. Age- dating of metamorphic rocks, granodiorite gneiss, and

Cenozoic volcanic rocks.

4. Detailed stratigraphic and sedimentological studies (A real

C.O.W.). in the metasedimentary rocks, where the environments of

deposition could possibly be defined.

5. Detailed structural studies; especially making systematic

traverses in the metaconglomerates, using a suite of oriented thin -

sections, to examine microtextures for relations between composition and

processes of deformation (ductile processes vs. pressure solution) and

for information on sense of shear where shear textures are found.
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

SURFICIAL DEPOSITS (Holocene and Pleistocene)

Qel

Qb

- CENOZOIC

MIDDLE

PROTEROZOIC

EARLY

PROTEROZOIC

ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS-- subengutar, well to moderately sorted,

unconsolidated sand and gravel. Mostly Includes material

derived from Precambrian basement rocks, as well as Tertiary

volcanic material. Map unit locally includes older terrace

deposits and colluvlue

COLLUVIAL DEPOSITS --talus and slope wash material of local

derivation

PEDIMENT -- slightly to moderately dissected, gently -dipping

pediment surface, covered with angular, poorly- sorted material

derived from Precambrian rocks, basal Paleozoic sediments, and

Tertiary volcanic rocks

VOLCAN1C5 (MIOCENE)

lest

VOLCANIC ROCKS -- volcanic deposits occurring south of Cottonwood

Cliffs; Includes probable downteulted equivalents of mesa-

capping basalts ITvol and deposits of poorly known age.

Consists In part of slightly vesicular dark -gray to black

basalt flows. with olivine and plagioclase phenocrysts;

dacitic dikes. plugs, and ash deposits, dark to light gray,

with a porphyrltic texture formed by quartz, feldspar, and

biotite phenocrysts; as well as other minor volcanic deposits

PLOCfi SP:-.I(.GS T.:r. -b::ff to

n

, vuggy, reload rh-,ci tic ash. tiro

tuff with large, partiallysr orbed, subhedral albi te,

sanidine and de arez crystals. Forms resistant ledge, 10 -15 m

thick, with Irregular lower surface and even upper surtace.

Erosional remnants Show tuff filled and overtopped paleo

anyons cut Into underlying volcanic seguenbo (Tuo).

Correlative to Peach Springs Tuff of Young and Brennen (1974),

K -Ar ages of 16.3 3 0.6 s.y. near Kingman (Damon and others,

1964) and 16.9 s .4 m.y. near Milkweed Canyon (Damon and

others, 1966!

OLDER VOLCANIC ROCKS-- unditferentieted; known or Inferred to be

older than Peach Springs Tuft on basis of field relations.

Consist mostly of dark -gray aphanitic basalt flows ana minor

silicic tuffaceous deposits. Unit c north of

Cottonwood Cliffs and dips gently northoerrd;s irregular basal

contact Indicates flows filled and overtopped northeast -

trending paleo- channels cut into Orecambr ian basement rocks

PRECAMBRIAN INTRUSIVE ROCKS (Early and Middle( ?) Proterozoic)

or

99

DIABASE--dlke, about 55 ft. thick with trend of about N25W 2GN,

and small plugs of dark greenish -gray, fine- to medium-

grained, unfoliated diabese. Outcrops poorly exposed,

presence indicated by abundant well -rounded boulders with

olabes io texture etched In relief on weathered surfaces.

Tenatively c rrelateo to diabases of central Arizona which

were e dated at 1.075 3 50 m.y. (Silver, 1960) and later' revised

to 1,150 o 30 m.y. (Silver, 1973) -

PECN4ATITE -- very- coarse to coarse-grained, pink to white

Ieu000ratic pegmati je veins; composed of feldspar, b ertz, and

muscovite; I n veins I -town thick and ID -30 m long, and s e1)

intrusive masses In gneissic granodiorite, general Iv parallel

to structural grain

GRANITE --light gray to - n, fine - to medium- oralned, eouigranular

to slightly poronv tic granite to auartz mom onite; massive

to slightly foliated. Intrusive into metamorphic sequence to

west and north; probably involved in regional deformation.

Datad at 1300 m.y. (Rb -Sr) by Gilletti and Damon (196 1, and

1740 m.y. (0 -Pb), by Sliver (1967. from Livingston, 1974)

GNEISSIC CRANODIORITE-- light- to medium-gray, or pinkish, commonly

salt- pepper appearance; medium- to

r

e- grelne d,! hornblende

. and blotlte bearing, equlgranular with poor to well -developed

gneissic texture. Contact with metamorphic sequence Inferred

to be intrusive and subsequently deformed in regional

deformation; contact approximately located, consisting of

interleaving of gra 'diorite with fine-grained pale tan to

pink felslc rooks. Nell -developed foliation o

n

margin

parallels foliation of metamorpr.,c sequence to the west; Into

interior of pluton minor ductile spear zones parallel

foliation. 'rand

PRECAMBRIAN METAMORPHIC ROCKS (Early Proterozoic)

WESTERN ASSEMBLAGE

META -CONGLOMERATE AND TUFFACE0U5 SANDSTONE (QUARTZ -MICA SCHIST,

SEMI -SCHIST) -- resistant, ridge- forml'ng, Tight -tan to gray

conglomerate and tUffaceous sandstone; metamorphosed to

conglomeratic quartz -mica schist, semi -schist, .a

o

mlCa-

quartzite. Granules, pebbles and cobbles of red to purple

ferruginous chart (quartzite); white bull quartz; cream-

colored very fine -grained polices (mica quartzite, quartz- -mica

ist); banded jasper and chart; felslc ephyr is volcanic

rocks (quartz -mica schist); and other -iscellaeaous

i ithologles; in matrix of quartz, min , and minor feldspar.

Rare porphyroblasts of chloritoid, staurolite, and cordlerite

(?) near outheastern contact. Unit gradational with pelites

(quartz -mica semi- schist); contact approximately located.

Good to poor foliation; well-developed llneatlon defined by

oblate to prolate pebbles and elongate minerals. Primary

bedding vertical o

r e

steeply dipping; r seaimenter

structures includecross- stratitication, channeling, and

ripple marks
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ARKOSIC META -SANDSTONE -- distinctive light -colored marker unit,

within conglomerates; about 15 to 30 m wide. Consists of very

coarse- to coarse- graitOä blastoborphyritbc arkosic sandstone

metamorphosed to micro, Ilne- sericite quartzite; slightly con-

glomeratic, rare cross -bedding; poorly tolleted, strongly Itn-

stated

META-PELITES- -light -gray to gray, fine -grained pet ites

metamorphosed to quartz -mica semi -schist and fine -grained

quartzite, rarely conglomeratic. Porphyroblasts of blotlte;

garnet, - cordler Ito, staurolite, and anda l usite common .to

abundant. Generally obviously foliated only In mica-rich

lay -rs; poor to well-developed lineation is defined by

elo: gate quartz and mica grains or e pebbles. Bedding

often discernable, usually as parallel thin beds ( 5 -50 Cm

thick), with occasional ripple- marks; graded bedding common.

often accentuated by concentration of porphyroblasts In clay -

rich parts of original beds

MIXED PHYLLITES AND SCHISTS-- closely In terlayered units of garnet

phyllite and intermediate volcanic rocks metamorphosed to

blotlte, chlorite, and amphibole schist. Phyllita light- to

dark -grayish- green, well -follated and Itneated. Schlsts pele-

to medium- brown; porphyrltic rite variable quartz content,

often carbonate- rich. Foliated, poorly- towell- Itneated.

schists Increase in amount of Wit minerals to west. Contact

with amphibolites (ams) is gradational and is placed where

amphibolite predominates. Uncommon relict c

o

s- bedding,

porphyrltic textures, and lenticular nature of units suggests

that pro,oliths were volcaniclastic sediments and Intermediate

volcanic floes

INTRUSIVE M i4 -0ACITE- -small plug of light- colored, poorly-fol-

iated, very fine -grained to slightly porphyrltic quartz (tacit°

to rhyodacite(7) intrusive; contact both crosscuttino and

parallel to units In mps; involved In regional deformation

META -DACITE -- distinctive light-colored devite flow or slit meta-

morphosed to feldspar schist, marker bed near eastern margin

of amphibolite unit (ems); thickness varies from 3 -20 m

wide. Uonsists of plagioclase alestoglOmerocrysts w.t

quartz, muscovite, and bloTite. Poorly foliate-. and ineated,

contact gradational with amphibolites

AMPHIBOLITES AND AMPHIBOLE SCMISTS (MAFIC VOLCANIC ROCKS)- -

InterlayereO, lenticular bodies of motto volcanic flows,

agglomerates and tuffs metamorphosed to amphibolites,

amphibole schists, and subordinate blotlte -plagioclase

schists, gradational to sharp contacts between Individual

units that ar

e

often obscured by deformation. Amphibolites

and amphiboleschists dark green to black, very co

s

rse- grained

to fine -grained; massive to foliated. poor to good lineation;

large amphibole and plagioclase porphyroblasts. Biotite-

plagioclase schists are light green to tan, containing

oophyroblastic biotite, quartz, plagioclase, and amphibole;

volumetrically more abundant In eastern part of unit. Relict

features such

e

as agglomerate fragments, v )cules, primary

porphyritictextures, laye pillows(7) andrare r

s

-

stretification suggest protoliths of unit are manic and

Intermediate volcanic rocks

EASTERN ASSEMBLAGE

PHYLLITE- -gray -green phyllite and cream r inklsh -tan quartz

phyllite, closely in terlayered and passively folded. Phyllita

very fine- grained and garnetlferous, consisting of chlorite -

blotite layers alternating 01 , auartz -rich layers that form

closely- spaced Iithologic layer..,. Foliation is penetrative

so that rock flakes easily Into thin sheets; lineations are

formed by m

n

rel elongation and Intersection of Iithologic

layering and foliation. Quartz phyllite Is floe- grained,

ocoastheatiO porphyrlf y; more resistant to weathering then

phyllite because of less well -developed foliation coarser

grain -size and thicker layering. Llthologic layering

throughout unit approximately parallel to foliation exc-'Df In

and n r mall Isolated fold hinges. Exposed in law non-

resistant outcrops partially buried in allu ium and

coil, ium. Gradational with and closely In-erlevered with

bias'- porphyritic felslc volcanics lfv/ and intermediate

volcanic rocks and graywackes (mgr); these three units are

mapped according to dominant iIthology

FELSIC META -VOLCANIC FLOWS AND TUFFS (BLASTOPORPHYRITIC FELSIC

SCHISTS)-- felslc volcanic flows and tuffs, Hunt to dark

pinkish c.' tine -grained resistant quartz -m lca

schist with porphroblasts of feldspar that form prominent

mineral lineation on fellation plane; !nciudes Miner pink,

very -flne-gra ned, aphyric faring. Greda`lonal contact with

phy and mgr

META- GRAYNACKES AND -INTERMEDIATE VOLCANIC ROCKS -- consists of

mafic to Intermediate flows, tuffs and volcanic lestic

sediments, medium to dark -gray to green, metamorphosed to

chlorite, biotite and amphibole schists, often calcareous;

slightly- to well -follated, well -Itneated; contact gradational

with phy and es. Massive to well -bedded, rare graded bedding,

rare ,tests of purple meta -chert

FERRUGINOUS META- CNERT -- massive dark -red to purple, coarse -grained

ferrugino chart metamorphosed to quartzite; in lenticular

units, 1 -3m thick, 10 -30 m long. . Occurs in eastern half of
area,

u

sually at or near contacts between phy, afs, of mfs

units

META- 000BRO -- elongate bodies of dark green amphibole -plagi ociase

gneiss or schist with massive interiors and Itneated a

foliated on margins; 0000r log within phy or at contact f phy

with other units. Origin uncertain, inferred to be concordant

sills or metamorphosed basalt flows

EXPLANATION (OF MAP SYMBOLS)

Contact -- dashed where approximately located

Ps.
Nc Fault -- dashed w r heated,cated, dotn00 where

` concealed, queried where doubtful, bar and ball on

oownthrown side

^z Synmetamorphlc ductile fault of unknown relative

displacement

Strike and alp of bedding or Iithologic tavering- -ball

t41
on dip symbol Indicates top of bed known from

sedimentary structures

5¡. Strike and dIr of overturned beds

-r- Strike of vertical bedding or Iithologic layering- -bell

on dip symbol indicates top of bed known from

sedimentary structures

'1 Strike and dip of bedding or Iithologic layering and

trend and plunge of lineation -- p pebble lineation,
66 n1

mineral lineation, r plunge of ripple crest, i

intersection Iineatlgp

17J

7 Strike and dip of foliation

l Strike of vertical foliation

te!- Strike end dip of foliation and trend and plunge of
J

Ilneation, - . pebble Ilreetlon, . = citerei70P m

lineation, 1 Intersection lineation

JTrend and plunge of lineation -- p = pebble lineation, m

mineral lineation, 1 Intersection lineation

'e Trend and plunge of minor fold axes
58

4 Strike and dip of joint

20

/ Plunge of sllckensldes on fault plane

42
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